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From:

Sent: Friday, January 29, 2016 7:13 AM

To: ACF-WCM

Subject: [EXTERNAL] Fwd: Lake Lanier Water Level Management

From:
To:
BCC:
Sent: 1/29/2016 8:12:00 A.M. Eastern Standard Time
Subj: Lake Lanier Water Level Management

I am writing to urge you to increase the full pool level to 1073. For the last month the level has been that, and
higher. Increasing the lake to that level allows for billions more gallons of water for those times when we
experience a drought or water releases from the dam are imperative.

I do not consider navigation downstream to be an imperative reason to release water. It is providing water
transportation to a very few at the expense of millions. Lake Lanier provides drinking water for millions and
livelihood for thousands. The navigation/transportation situations have alternative methods to accomplish their
end goals. There is no alternative for our drinking water requirements.

Please consider increasing Lake Lanier's full pool level to 1073, while diligently working to maintain and preserve
our water supply.

Sincerely,
Heidi W. Nufer
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Viwtsrwi xs Gsqqirx EGJ4<3 � Limhm Ryjiv

E1 Ew wxexih mr wigxmsr 71414/ xli Qewxiv [GQ ythexi lew fiir gsrhygxih xs hixivqmri ls{ xli jihivep tvsnigxw

mr xli EGJ Fewmr wlsyph fi stivexih jsv xlimv eyxlsvm~ih tyvtswiw/ mr pmklx sj gyvvirx gsrhmxmsrw erh ettpmgefpi

pe{w1 Vemwmrk xli xst sj xli gsrwivzexmsr tssp ex Peoi Permiv {syph viuymvi vieppsgexmrk wxsveki jvsq xli jpssh

gsrxvsp tssp erh {syph ehzivwip} ejjigx xli pizip sj jpssh vmwo qerekiqirx tvszmhih f} xli tvsnigx1 Sri sj xli

wgviirmrk gvmxivme hiwgvmfih mr IMW wigxmsr 41717 {ew xs qemrxemr ex piewx xli gyvvirx pizip sj jpssh vmwo

qerekiqirx1 Eggsvhmrkp}/ vemwmrk xli gsrwivzexmsr tssp ex Peoi Permiv f} 5 jx {syph rsx qiix xlmw gvmxivmsr erh

{ew rsx gevvmih jsv{evh1

F1 Rezmkexmsr mw sri sj wizivep tvsnigx tyvtswiw jsv {lmgl Gsrkviww eyxlsvm~ih xli EGJ Fewmr tvsnigx/ erh YWEGI

gsrwmhivw xlex tyvtswi epsrk {mxl epp sxliv eyxlsvm~ih tyvtswiw {lir qeomrk stivexmsrep higmwmsrw1

Yrhiv xli hvsyklx stivexmsrw tvszmwmsrw mr xli TEE/ YWEGI {syph qsvi tvsegxmzip} qereki {exiv viwsyvgiw mr

xli viwivzsmvw ew hvmiv gsrhmxmsrw iqivki mr xli fewmr1 Mr xli ievp} wxekiw sj hvsyklx stivexmsrw/ xli {exiv

qerekiqirx gsrwxvemrxw sr xli tvsnigxw {syph fi wyfxpi erh xli ijjigxw mr xli w}wxiq fevip} rsxmgiefpi1

Stivexmsrw {syph figsqi tvskviwwmzip} qsvi gsrwxvemrih ew hvsyklx gsrhmxmsrw figsqi qsvi wizivi1

Gsrwivzmrk wxsveki mr xlex {e} {syph irefpi xli tvsnigxw xs gsrxmryi qiixmrk epp eyxlsvm~ih tvsnigx tyvtswiw

erh riihw mr xli fe0wmr yrxmp hvsyklx gsrhmxmsrw mqtvszi erh {syph tvsqsxi jewxiv vigsziv} sj xli viwivzsmvw1

Gsqtevih xs xli hvsyklx stivexmsrw tvszmwmsrw mr xli REE/ xli tvszmwmsrw mr xli TEE {syph viwypx mr mqtvszih

gsrhmxmsrw mr Peoi Permiv yrhiv i|xviqi hvsyklx gsrhmxmsrw wygl ew sggyvvih mr 533;�533<1 Mx wlsyph fi rsxih

xlex rezmkexmsr mw rsx wyttsvxih {lir hvsyklx stivexmsrw evi mr ijjigx1

G1 Wii viwtsrwi xs gsqqirx E
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From: Terry Ryan

Sent: Friday, January 29, 2016 7:25 AM

To: ACF-WCM

Subject: [EXTERNAL] WCM Comments From Lake Resident

To Whom This May Concern,

I appreciate the chance to comment on the revised WCM for the ACF. We appreciate the professional management the
Army Corps offers to the ACF. My concerns that I hope can be addressed are the water releases proposed during severe
droughts. As proposed it could draw Lake Lanier down to the levels we had on 07 and 08. Is it possible to make changes
in the WCM that will manage potential droughts using the predictive data the Corps excels at? That would help manage
the water pool so future droughts will not impact Lanier as they have in the past causing a huge impact on the lake
economy. Is it possible to raise the full pool level another 1 or 2 feet to help with this?

Thank you for your consideration.

Terry Ryan

A

B

Viwtsrwi xs Gsqqirx EGJ4<4 � Xivv} V}er

E1 YWEGI vikypexmsrw hs rsx epps{ ywi sj jsvigewxw mr viep0xmqi tvsnigx stivexmsrw1 Jsvigewxih gsrhmxmsrw qe} fi

ywih jsv tperrmrk jyxyvi stivexmsrw/ fyx vipiewiw {mpp jspps{ xli {exiv gsrxvsp stivexmsrw tper fewih sr

sfwivzih gsrhmxmsrw {mxlmr xli {exivwlih xs xli i|xirx tvegxmgefpi1 Xli Hvsyklx Gsrxmrkirg} Tper +HGT,

wigxmsrw 6035 erh 6036 gsrxemrih ew er i|lmfmx mr xli [GQw mr ettirhm| E sj xli IMW mrgpyhiw hmwgywwmsr sj

hvsyklx mhirxmjmgexmsr erh Rexmsrep Mrxikvexih Hvsyklx Mrjsvqexmsr W}wxiq +RMHMW,1 Er RMHMW tmpsx tvskveq lew

fiir iwxefpmwlih jsv xli EGJ Vmziv Fewmr {mxl xli ksep sj hizipstmrk e vikmsrep Hvsyklx Ievp} [evrmrk

Mrjsvqexmsr W}wxiq1 Xli w}wxiq {mpp ywi oi} mrhmgexsvw sj hvsyklx xs qeoi xmqip} hvsyklx jsvigewx1 YWEGI mw e

gsrxvmfyxsv erh ywiv sj xli RMHMW tmpsx tvsnigx xsspw1

F1 Ew wxexih mr wigxmsr 71414/ xli Qewxiv [GQ ythexi lew fiir gsrhygxih xs hixivqmri ls{ xli jihivep tvsnigxw

mr xli EGJ Fewmr wlsyph fi stivexih jsv xlimv eyxlsvm~ih tyvtswiw/ mr pmklx sj gyvvirx gsrhmxmsrw erh ettpmgefpi

pe{w1 Vemwmrk xli xst sj xli gsrwivzexmsr tssp ex Peoi Permiv {syph viuymvi vieppsgexmrk wxsveki jvsq xli jpssh

gsrxvsp tssp erh {syph ehzivwip} ejjigx xli pizip sj jpssh vmwo qerekiqirx tvszmhih f} xli tvsnigx1 Sri sj xli

wgviirmrk gvmxivme hiwgvmfih mr IMW wigxmsr 41717 {ew xs qemrxemr ex piewx xli gyvvirx pizip sj jpssh vmwo

qerekiqirx1 Eggsvhmrkp}/ vemwmrk xli gsrwivzexmsr tssp ex Peoi Permiv f} 5 jx {syph rsx qiix xlmw gvmxivmsr erh

{ew rsx gevvmih jsv{evh1
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From: Bob

Sent: Friday, January 29, 2016 7:46 AM

To: ACF-WCM

Subject: [EXTERNAL] The impact of the Corps' navigation operations proposed WCM is a serious

concern

Commander, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Mobile District
Attn: PD-EI (ACF-DEIS)

The impact of the Corps' navigation operations proposed WCM is a serious concern. I would like you
to consider modifying that plan by taking the following steps:

1. Model and plan for raising Lake Lanier's full pool level to 1073.
2. Revise the navigation plan to avoid the severe impact the proposed plan will have on Lanier's

water levels.
3. Incorporate rigorous drought prediction that will trigger changes in reservoir operations to

preserve lake levels during drought.
4. Manage the reservoirs to retain maximum storage levels in the reservoirs so that drought

conditions will not have the devastating impact that was experienced in December 2007.

I look forward to your response.

Thank you for your consideration.

Bob
Robert H Schurke
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C

D

Viwtsrwi xs Gsqqirx EGJ4<5 � Vsfivx Wglyvoi

E1 Ew wxexih mr wigxmsr 71414/ xli Qewxiv [GQ ythexi lew fiir gsrhygxih xs hixivqmri ls{ xli jihivep tvsnigxw

mr xli EGJ Fewmr wlsyph fi stivexih jsv xlimv eyxlsvm~ih tyvtswiw/ mr pmklx sj gyvvirx gsrhmxmsrw erh ettpmgefpi

pe{w1 Vemwmrk xli xst sj xli gsrwivzexmsr tssp ex Peoi Permiv {syph viuymvi vieppsgexmrk wxsveki jvsq xli jpssh

gsrxvsp tssp erh {syph ehzivwip} ejjigx xli pizip sj jpssh vmwo qerekiqirx tvszmhih f} xli tvsnigx1 Sri sj xli

wgviirmrk gvmxivme hiwgvmfih mr IMW wigxmsr 41717 {ew xs qemrxemr ex piewx xli gyvvirx pizip sj jpssh vmwo

qerekiqirx1 Eggsvhmrkp}/ vemwmrk xli gsrwivzexmsr tssp ex Peoi Permiv f} 5 jx {syph rsx qiix xlmw gvmxivmsr erh

{ew rsx gevvmih jsv{evh1

F1 Rezmkexmsr mw sri sj wizivep tvsnigx tyvtswiw jsv {lmgl Gsrkviww eyxlsvm~ih xli EGJ Fewmr tvsnigx/ erh YWEGI

gsrwmhivw xlex tyvtswi epsrk {mxl epp sxliv eyxlsvm~ih tyvtswiw {lir qeomrk stivexmsrep higmwmsrw1

Yrhiv xli hvsyklx stivexmsrw tvszmwmsrw mr xli TEE/ YWEGI {syph qsvi tvsegxmzip} qereki {exiv viwsyvgiw mr

xli viwivzsmvw ew hvmiv gsrhmxmsrw iqivki mr xli fewmr1 Mr xli ievp} wxekiw sj hvsyklx stivexmsrw/ xli {exiv

qerekiqirx gsrwxvemrxw sr xli tvsnigxw {syph fi wyfxpi erh xli ijjigxw mr xli w}wxiq fevip} rsxmgiefpi1

Stivexmsrw {syph figsqi tvskviwwmzip} qsvi gsrwxvemrih ew hvsyklx gsrhmxmsrw figsqi qsvi wizivi1

Gsrwivzmrk wxsveki mr xlex {e} {syph irefpi xli tvsnigxw xs gsrxmryi qiixmrk epp eyxlsvm~ih tvsnigx tyvtswiw

erh riihw mr xli fewmr yrxmp hvsyklx gsrhmxmsrw mqtvszi erh {syph tvsqsxi jewxiv vigsziv} sj xli viwivzsmvw1

Gsqtevih xs xli hvsyklx stivexmsrw tvszmwmsrw mr xli REE/ xli tvszmwmsrw mr xli TEE {syph viwypx mr mqtvszih

gsrhmxmsrw mr Peoi Permiv yrhiv i|xviqi hvsyklx gsrhmxmsrw wygl ew sggyvvih mr 533;�533<1 Mx wlsyph fi rsxih

xlex rezmkexmsr mw rsx wyttsvxih {lir hvsyklx stivexmsrw evi mr ijjigx1

G1 YWEGI vikypexmsrw hs rsx epps{ ywi sj jsvigewxw mr viep0xmqi tvsnigx stivexmsrw1 Jsvigewxih gsrhmxmsrw qe} fi

ywih jsv tperrmrk jyxyvi stivexmsrw/ fyx vipiewiw {mpp jspps{ xli {exiv gsrxvsp stivexmsrw tper fewih sr

sfwivzih gsrhmxmsrw {mxlmr xli {exivwlih xs xli i|xirx tvegxmgefpi1 Xli Hvsyklx Gsrxmrkirg} Tper +HGT,

wigxmsrw 6035 erh 6036 gsrxemrih ew er i|lmfmx mr xli [GQw mr ettirhm| E sj xli IMW mrgpyhiw hmwgywwmsr sj

hvsyklx mhirxmjmgexmsr erh Rexmsrep Mrxikvexih Hvsyklx Mrjsvqexmsr W}wxiq +RMHMW,1 Er RMHMW tmpsx tvskveq lew

fiir iwxefpmwlih jsv xli EGJ Vmziv Fewmr {mxl xli ksep sj hizipstmrk e vikmsrep Hvsyklx Ievp} [evrmrk

Mrjsvqexmsr W}wxiq1 Xli w}wxiq {mpp ywi oi} mrhmgexsvw sj hvsyklx xs qeoi xmqip} hvsyklx jsvigewx1 YWEGI mw e

gsrxvmfyxsv erh ywiv sj xli RMHMW tmpsx tvsnigx xsspw1

H1 Yrhiv xli hvsyklx stivexmsrw tvszmwmsrw mr xli TEE/ YWEGI {syph qsvi tvsegxmzip} qereki {exiv viwsyvgiw mr

xli viwivzsmvw ew hvmiv gsrhmxmsrw iqivki mr xli fewmr1 Mr xli ievp} wxekiw sj hvsyklx stivexmsrw/ xli {exiv

qerekiqirx gsrwxvemrxw sr xli tvsnigxw {syph fi wyfxpi erh xli ijjigxw mr xli w}wxiq fevip} rsxmgiefpi1

Stivexmsrw {syph figsqi tvskviwwmzip} qsvi gsrwxvemrih ew hvsyklx gsrhmxmsrw figsqi qsvi wizivi1

Gsrwivzmrk wxsveki mr xlex {e} {syph irefpi xli tvsnigxw xs gsrxmryi qiixmrk epp eyxlsvm~ih tvsnigx tyvtswiw

erh riihw mr xli fewmr yrxmp hvsyklx gsrhmxmsrw mqtvszi erh {syph tvsqsxi jewxiv vigsziv} sj xli viwivzsmvw1

Gsqtevih xs xli hvsyklx stivexmsrw mr xli REE/ xli tvszmwmsrw mr xli TEE {syph viwypx mr mqtvszih gsrhmxmsrw

mr Peoi Permiv yrhiv i|xviqi hvsyklx gsrhmxmsrw wygl ew sggyvvih mr 533;�533<1
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Viwtsrwi xs EGJ4<6 � Kviexiv Gspyqfyw Kisvkme Gleqfiv sj Gsqqivgi/ Fvmer Erhivwsr

E1 E rshi jsv Gspyqfyw/ Kisvkme/ {ew mrgpyhih mr xli LIG0ViwWmq qship +wii Jmkyvi 5 sj ettirhm| I, erh LIG08U

qship +Wii Jmkyvi 514 sj ettirhm| O,1 YWEGI epvieh} tvszmhiw e qmrmqyq jps{ sj 9;3 gjw ex [iwx Tsmrx xs emh

{ewxi{exiv ewwmqmpexmsr hs{rwxvieq sj [iwx Tsmrx heq1 YWEGI qiixw xlmw sfpmkexmsr 433( sj xli xmqi1 Xli

eyxlsvm~ih tyvtswiw sj xli jihivep EGJ w}wxiq hs rsx mrgpyhi e wtigmjmg hmvigxmzi xs qiix jps{ xevkixw ex

Gspyqfyw/ Kisvkme1 Rsrixlipiww/ YWEGI*w qshippmrk sj xli TEE sziv xli ;60}iev l}hvspskmg tivmsh sj vigsvh

mrhmgexi xlex e hemp} eziveki jps{ sj 4/683 gjw ex Gspyqfyw {syph fi eglmizih sr =7 tivgirx sj xli he}w jsv xli

TEE gsqtevih xs =8 tivgirx yrhiv xli REE +vijiv xs wigxmsr 9141415161=,1

F1 Xli eyxlsvm~ih tyvtswiw sj xli jihivep EGJ w}wxiq hs rsx mrgpyhi e wtigmjmg hmvigxmzi xs qiix jps{ xevkixw ex

Gspyqfyw/ Kisvkme1

Er} tyvtsvxih ekviiqirxw qehi fix{iir xli kszivrsvw sj xli wxexiw sj Epefeqe/ Kisvkme/ erh Jpsvmhe mr 5336

lezi riziv fiir ettvszih f} xli Y1W1 Gsrkviww? xlivijsvi/ YWEGI lew rs eyxlsvmx} xs stivexi xs wyttsvx xlswi

ekviiqirxw

G1 Xli eyxlsvm~ih tyvtswiw sj xli jihivep EGJ w}wxiq hs rsx mrgpyhi e wtigmjmg hmvigxmzi xs qiix jps{ xevkixw ex

Gspyqfyw/ Kisvkme1 Jps{w ex Gspyqfyw jsv xli zevmsyw epxivrexmziw gsrwmhivih evi hmwgywwih mr wigxmsr 914141516

sj xli hvejx IMW erh {exiv uyepmx} mw hmwgywwih mr zevmsyw tsvxmsrw sj wigxmsr 91415 sj xli hvejx IMW1 Ew hiwgvmfih mr

wigxmsr 9141415161= sj xli IMW/ qship viwypxw sziv xli ;60}iev l}hvspskmg tivmsh sj vigsvh mrhmgexi xlex e hemp}

eziveki jps{ sj 4/683 gjw ex Gspyqfyw {syph fi eglmizih sr =7 tivgirx sj xli he}w jsv xli TEE gsqtevih xs =8

tivgirx jsv xli REE +vijpigxmrk gyvvirx stivexmsrw1
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Viwtsrwi xs EGJ4<6 � Kviexiv Gspyqfyw Kisvkme Gleqfiv sj Gsqqivgi/ Fvmer Erhivwsr

H1 Gsqqirx rsxih1
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Viwtsrwi xs EGJ4<6 � Kviexiv Gspyqfyw Kisvkme Gleqfiv sj Gsqqivgi/ Fvmer Erhivwsr

I1 [lexiziv tyvtsvxih ekviiqirxw {ivi qehi fix{iir xli kszivrsvw sj xli wxexiw sj Epefeqe/ Kisvkme/ erh

Jpsvmhe mr 5336 {ivi riziv ettvszih f} xli Yrmxih Wxexiw Gsrkviww? xlivijsvi/ YWEGI lew rs eyxlsvmx} xs

stivexi jsv xliwi jps{ xevkixw1 Xli wxexih hemp} erh {iiop} eziveki jps{ xevkixw ex Gspyqfyw/ Kisvkme/ evi

iwxefpmwlih mr xli Jihivep Irivk} Vikypexsv} Gsqqmwwmsr +JIVG, pmgirwi jsv Kisvkme Ts{iv Gsqter} tvsnigxw

hs{rwxvieq sj [iwx Tsmrx Peoi +vijiv xs wigxmsr 914141514,1 Iegl sj xli JIVG xevkix jps{w mrgpyhi er mqtsvxerx

uyepmjmiv/ i1k1/ �e hemp} eziveki xevkix qmrmqyq jps{ sj 4/683 gjw/ sv mrjps{/ {lmgliziv mw piww� +iqtlewmw ehhih,1

Qship viwypxw sziv xli ;60}iev l}hvspskmg tivmsh sj vigsvh mrhmgexi xlex e hemp} eziveki jps{ sj 4/683 gjw ex

Gspyqfyw {syph fi eglmizih sr =7 tivgirx sj xli he}w jsv xli TEE gsqtevih xs =8 tivgirx yrhiv xli REE

+vijiv xs wigxmsr 9141415161=,1 Xli Epefeqe Sjjmgi sj [exiv Viwsyvgiw erh xli Wsyxlivr Rygpiev Stivexmrk

Gsqter} lezi mhirxmjmih e hemp} eziveki jps{ riih sj 5/333 gjw ex Gspyqfme/ Epefeqe/ xs wyttsvx gsrxmryih

stivexmsr sj xli Jevpi} Rygpiev Tperx1 Qship viwypxw mrhmgexi xlex xli hemp} eziveki jps{ riih ex Gspyqfme {syph

fi qix =8 tivgirx sj xli he}w sziv xli tivmsh sj vigsvh gsqtevih xs =9 tivgirx yrhiv xli REE1

J1 Sri sj xli oi} sfnigxmziw sj xli Qewxiv [GQ ythexi tvsgiww lew fiir xs hizipst e tper xs stivexi xli YWEGI

viwivzsmv tvsnigxw qsvi ijjigxmzip} ew er mrxikvexih w}wxiq mr eggsvhergi {mxl eyxlsvm~ih tvsnigx tyvtswiw1

Izir {mxl er ythexih [GQ/ xlivi {mpp fi e kviexiv hitirhirgi sr vipiewiw jvsq xli YWEGI Glexxelssglii

Vmziv viwivzsmvw xs qiix qmrmqyq jps{ viuymviqirxw jsv irherkivih wtigmiw gsrwivzexmsr fips{ Nmq [sshvyjj

Psgo erh Heq yrhiv hvsyklx gsrhmxmsrw/ {lir yrgsrxvsppih jps{w jvsq xli Jpmrx Vmziv gsyph fi efrsvqepp} ps{1

Gsrzivwip}/ efrsvqepp} lmkl Jpmrx Vmziv jps{ gsrhmxmsrw {syph rsx rigiwwevmp} xvmkkiv e gsvviwtsrhmrk vihygxmsr

mr vipiewiw jvsq xli Glexxelssglii Vmziv viwivzsmvw/ {lmgl {syph ehzivwip} ejjigx qmhhpi erh ps{iv

Glexxelssglii Vmziv gsqqyrmxmiw1 Vipiewiw jvsq xli YWEGI Glexxelssglii Vmziv viwivzsmvw yrhiv rsvqep sv

efrsvqepp} lmkl jps{ gsrhmxmsrw mr xli EGJ Fewmr evi kszivrih f} tvsnigx kymhi gyvziw/ egxmsr ~sriw/

l}hvsts{iv riihw/ erh sxliv gsrwmhivexmsrw ewwsgmexih hmvigxp} {mxl iegl mrhmzmhyep viwivzsmv1 Xli vypiw gsrxemr

tvszmwmsrw jsv sttsvxyrmxmiw xs vijmpp xli jihivep wxsveki viwivzsmvw sr xli Glexxelssglii Vmziv hyvmrk tivmshw

{lir irherkivih wtigmiw jps{ viuymviqirxw ger fi qix tvmqevmp} f} Jpmrx Vmziv jps{w1 Vijmppmrk xli viwivzsmvw mw

e gvmxmgep gsqtsrirx sj qerekmrk xli w}wxiq xs jypjmpp eyxlsvm~ih tvsnigx tyvtswiw yrhiv zevmsyw l}hvspskmg

gsrhmxmsrw1 Hyvmrk xli vijmpp tivmsh/ YWEGI gsrxmryiw xs qereki vipiewiw jvsq mxw viwivzsmvw xs jypjmpp eyxlsvm~ih

tyvtswiw xlvsyklsyx xli w}wxiq1
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A

Response to ACF184 – Florida Department of Environmental Protection

A. USACE operates to balance all authorized purposes throughout the ACF Basin.

Water conservation in both urban and rural areas is the responsibility of state or local governments and outside

the scope of the Master water control manual (WCM) update. The water supply storage assessment (WSSA)

(appendix B in the environmental impact statement [EIS]) considered the effect of implementing additional

conservation measures as described by the Metropolitan North Georgia Water Planning District on the future

per capita use rate in Metro Atlanta. Section 2.1.1.2.10.1 of the EIS provides a summary of various State of

Georgia programs to plan for and regulate surface water and groundwater withdrawals and use in the state,

including conservation and efficiency measures and mandatory constraints on municipal and industrial and

agricultural water use during extreme drought conditions. A more detailed overview of these programs is

presented in appendix G of the EIS.
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A

Response to ACF184 – Florida Department of Environmental Protection

A. USACE has considered Georgia's 2013 request for water, and their subsequent revised 2015 request, in

response to the June 28, 2011, opinion of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 11th Judicial Circuit. This opinion

set aside the United States Army's 2002 decision to deny Georgia's 2000 request and ordered a remand to

USACE to reconsider whether it has the legal authority to operate the Buford project to accommodate

Georgia's request, in light of the legal authority conferred by Congress in the River and Harbor Act of 1946;

Public Law 84-841 (July 30, 1956) (1956 Act); and the Water Supply Act of 1958.

Water conservation in both urban and rural areas is the responsibility of state or local governments and

outside the scope of the Master water control manual (WCM) update. The water supply storage assessment

(WSSA) (appendix B in the environmental impact statement [EIS]) considered the effect of implementing

additional conservation measures as described by the Metropolitan North Georgia Water Planning District

on the future per capita use rate in Metro Atlanta. Section 2.1.1.2.10.1 of the EIS provides a summary of

various State of Georgia programs to plan for and regulate surface water and groundwater withdrawals and

use in the state, including conservation and efficiency measures and mandatory constraints on municipal

and industrial and agricultural water use during extreme drought conditions. A more detailed overview of

these programs is presented in appendix G of the EIS.
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Response to ACF184 – Florida Department of Environmental Protection
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Response to ACF184 – Florida Department of Environmental Protection

B. USACE gave consideration to the USFWS recommendations in the draft Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act report

dated July 31, 2015, which was also reviewed and endorsed by the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation

Commission. USACE considered the proposed water management alternative provided by the USFWS. Although

the USFWS alternative was not ultimately selected as the PAA, components of the USFWS alternative were

incorporated in the PAA. Some of the USFWS recommendations were not within the authority of USACE to

implement as part of the Master WCM update process. USACE also developed a detailed response to the draft

USFWS recommendations in August 2015, and the USACE response was included in appendix J of the draft EIS.
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Response to ACF184 – Florida Department of Environmental Protection

C. USACE is not authorized to operate the ACF Basin reservoir projects to provide releases specifically for the

benefit of fish and wildlife resources or associated habitat conditions in Apalachicola Bay. The environmental

effects of the PAA on the Apalachicola River and Bay compared to the NAA (current reservoir operations) are

considered in the EIS. The analysis in the EIS demonstrates that the PAA would result in little to no change in

flow and water quality conditions in the Apalachicola River and Bay and, consequently, that there would be little

to no effect on biological, cultural, and other resources in the river and bay.
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Response to ACF184 – Florida Department of Environmental Protection

D. Additional analysis was conducted and the documentation of compliance with the Coastal Zone Management

Act is included in the introduction to section 6 and in appendix L of the final EIS.
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Response to ACF184 – Florida Department of Environmental Protection
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Response to ACF184 – Florida Department of Environmental Protection

E. USACE responded specifically to the USFWS draft Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act report comments in

appendix J of the EIS.

The comment specifically refers to access to the floodplain during drought. It also mentions access to that area

by aquatic organisms. In both cases, floodplain connectivity occurs during high water, not during droughts.

USACE would have no mechanism to provide sufficient water to establish the necessary high flows during

drought conditions.
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Response to ACF184 – Florida Department of Environmental Protection
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Response to ACF184 – Florida Department of Environmental Protection

F. The comment directly relates to concerns about flow. As previously discussed, the PAA would not reduce

median flows or low flows on the Apalachicola River. Compared to the NAA, the PAA would result in one

instance of 4,500 cfs compared to zero during the 73-year period of record. Overall, water quality dissolved

oxygen on the Apalachicola River would remain unchanged under the PAA, as discussed in EIS section 6.1.2.

As previously discussed, the median and low flows below Jim Woodruff Lock and Dam would remain unchanged.

Additionally, minimum releases required by the current revised interim operating plan would remain unchanged

in the PAA.
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Response to ACF184 – Florida Department of Environmental Protection

G. USACE is aware that the State of Florida has sued the State of Georgia for an apportionment of water in the ACF

system. USACE operates the ACF system pursuant to its congressional mandate to balance all authorized project

purposes. USACE does not own the water or have a responsibility to establish flow targets to evenly apportion

the water. Apportionment of the water in the ACF is an issue between the states that is currently being litigated

before the U.S. Supreme Court. USACE will review the court’s decision and respond appropriately.

H. The EIS complies with all applicable laws and federal regulations.
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I

Response to ACF184 – Florida Department of Environmental Protection

I. USACE evaluated alternatives that included a range of various water management measures and alternatives

from no storage at Lake Lanier for water supply to the full amount of Georgia's 2013 request (Georgia submitted

an updated request in 2015 that was included in the final EIS). The PAA in the draft EIS represented an

intermediate value within that range of alternatives. The authorized purposes of the federal ACF system do not

include a specific directive to provide freshwater inflows to Apalachicola Bay to sustain the resources of the bay.

USACE does make releases to limit adverse effects to threatened and endangered species downstream of Jim

Woodruff Lock and Dam, including Apalachicola Bay. USACE consulted on the PAA and the results are presented

in appendix J of the final EIS. In the biological opinion the USFWS concluded that effects to estuarine

invertebrate production are insignificant because the PAA provides slightly beneficial effects from increasing the

number of freshwater pulses and increasing the number of days greater than or equal to 16,200 cfs in the

winter. USFWS also anticipate only minor changes in salinity regimes and estuarine habitat due to the WCM.
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Response to ACF184 – Florida Department of Environmental Protection
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Response to ACF184 – Florida Department of Environmental Protection

J. Documentation of the updated unimpaired flow data set for the period 1939–2011 is included in appendix O of

the EIS. The unimpaired flow data set has continued to expand since its initial development and release in 1997

to support USACE’s ACT/ACF Comprehensive Water Resources Study. With every update to the data set, USACE

shares the data with the three states—Alabama, Florida and Georgia—for review and input. Revised

assumptions by the states such as facility reach assignments, replacement of missing data, and superior

correlations are examples of improvements since 1997. The data set was developed to provide modeling

support for the impacts analysis of proposed water management alternatives. USACE will continue working with

the states to improve the unimpaired flow data set for the intended purpose. An important distinction: The

unimpaired flow data set was never intended to represent natural flow conditions. As stated in the Unimpaired

Flow Report in Volume I, Surface Water Availability, of the 1997 Water Resources Study, as with all data sets,

development of this data set involved various assumptions and approximations. The analyst must consider those

items and judge their effect on any analysis employing the unimpaired flows. Use of the data should be carefully

evaluated based on the methods, assumptions, and data irregularities described in the report. Missing data fill-

in, correlations, net evaporation calculations, channel routings, withdrawals and returns, leakages, and flow

smoothing are some of the many factors which were considered before using these data.
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Response to ACF184 – Florida Department of Environmental Protection
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L

Response to ACF184 – Florida Department of Environmental Protection

K. The EIS acknowledges the impact of groundwater withdrawals on surface water flows in the Flint River. Because

that impact is ultimately reflected in the surface water flows in the Flint River over the hydrologic period of

record for the model simulation, USACE believes it has adequately captured the effect in its modeling through

basin inflows. It is outside the scope of the EIS to predict future agricultural consumptive demands.

L. The comment cites the USACE assessment within the EIS but does not indicate how demand was overestimated.

Using available data to the greatest extent practicable, USACE validated Georgia’s request. USACE has no

authority to require that projected return flows be met nor that system losses to be corrected.
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Response to ACF184 – Florida Department of Environmental Protection

M. The flows downstream of Jim Woodruff Lock and Dam as suggested in the comment are met in virtually all

circumstances under current operations and would be met as well under the PAA. Accordingly, the flows into

Apalachicola Bay would be equal to or exceed these suggested rates.

Alternative 7H was the Proposed Action Alternative in the draft EIS. This alternative is no longer a viable

alternative because of revised water supply needs provided by the state of Georgia in December 2015.

Alternative 7K is the new selected PAA and is described in the final EIS. Based upon HEC-ResSim modeling,

extreme drought operations under the PAA would be triggered one time and would result in flows between

5,000 and 4,500 cfs during about 3 months over the 73-year hydrologic period of record, or about 0.3 percent of

the days. Under the NAA, extreme drought operations would not be triggered. Occurrences of flows between

5,000 and 4,500 cfs under the PAA would be extremely rare and of short duration when they occur. Thus, the

effect of operations under the PAA on conditions in Apalachicola Bay would be negligible. It is correct that

drought operations would be triggered more frequently under the PAA. However, the PAA reflects a more

proactive approach to operate in a slightly more conservative manner to conserve reservoir storage with the

onset of drier conditions in the basin, while continuing to fulfill project purposes and water needs throughout

the ACF Basin. The drought plan reflected in the PAA will tend to make the ACF Basin more drought resilient

than under current operations (i.e., the NAA), particularly when the most severe drought conditions occur in the

basin. However, median flows for the NAA and PAA as shown in Figure 6.1-54 of the final EIS are essentially the

same. Additionally, Table 6.1-12 of the final EIS shows the percent of days over the modeled period of record in

which flows would equal or exceed selected flow values at the gage in Chattahoochee, Florida. On the basis of

the data in this table, the difference between the percent of days in which flow is greater than or equal to 6,000

cfs for the NAA is 0.5 percent as compared to the PAA. Efforts to assess the effects of water management

activities on salinity in the Apalachicola Bay were conducted as part of the ongoing coordination between the

USACE Mobile District and the USFWS under the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act.
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Response to ACF184 – Florida Department of Environmental Protection
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Response to ACF184 – Florida Department of Environmental Protection

N. USACE has consulted with representatives of the State of Florida, who provided comments during numerous

scoping and the public comment process. Because the PAA would have insignificant impacts compared to the

NAA (current reservoir operations), as described in the EIS, no mitigation is required.
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Response to ACF184 – Florida Department of Environmental Protection

O. Evaluating a greater number of alternatives would not change the impacts between the NAA and the PAA.

USACE proposed and evaluated water management measures and alternatives that balance across all authorized

project purposes throughout the basin while considering Georgia’s water supply storage request as directed by

the 11th Circuit Court of Appeals. In developing water management measures and alternatives, USACE

considered stakeholder needs and uses throughout the system.
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Response to ACF184 – Florida Department of Environmental Protection

P. Corrections have been made in the final EIS.
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Response to ACF184 – Florida Department of Environmental Protection

This letter and attachment provided to USACE for information as part of ACF184.
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Q

Response to ACF184 – Florida Department of Environmental Protection

Q. The purposes of the Master WCM update and WSSA (appendix B in the EIS) are to determine how the federal

projects in the basin should be operated for their authorized purposes, in light of current conditions and

applicable laws, and to assess the extent to which reservoir storage at Lake Lanier can be made available to

meet current and future water supply needs for Metro Atlanta. In the WCM update process, balancing project

operations to fulfill all authorized purposes, while evaluating impacts to the environment was a top priority. The

analysis in the EIS demonstrates that the PAA would result in little to no change in flow and water quality

conditions in the Apalachicola River and Bay and, consequently, that there would be little to no effect on

biological and other resources in the river and bay. The authorized purposes of the federal ACF system do not

include a specific directive to provide freshwater inflows to Apalachicola Bay to sustain the resources of the bay.

The PAA also includes measures necessary to address the adverse effects of project operations on federally

listed endangered or threatened species downstream of Jim Woodruff Lock and Dam. USACE consulted on the

PAA and the results are presented in appendix J of the final EIS. In the biological opinion the USFWS concluded

that effects to estuarine invertebrate production are insignificant because the PAA provides slightly beneficial

effects from increasing the number of freshwater pulses and increasing the number of days greater than or

equal to 16,200 cfs in the winter. USFWS also anticipate only minor changes in salinity regimes and estuarine

habitat due to the WCM.
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R

Response to ACF184 – Florida Department of Environmental Protection

R. The comment specifically refers to access to the floodplain during drought. It also mentions access to that area

by aquatic organisms. In both cases, floodplain connectivity occurs during high water, not during droughts.

USACE would have no mechanism to provide sufficient water to establish the necessary high flows during

drought conditions.

The 11th Circuit Court of Appeals directed USACE to determine its authority for granting Georgia’s 2000 water

supply request. As a result of the 11th Circuit’s remand, USACE has examined reallocating water storage in Lake

Lanier for water supply. While there are localized adverse impacts as noted in section 6 of the EIS, overall

impacts of the PAA are considered minor. As shown in the EIS, there are only minor differences in flow on the

Apalachicola River between the NAA and the PAA.
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Response to ACF184 – Florida Department of Environmental Protection
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Response to ACF184 – Florida Department of Environmental Protection

S. The PAA will not adversely affect coastal resources because it will not result in a change in the freshwater

inflows on the Apalachicola River, as indicated in section 6 of the EIS. The PAA will not limit in any way the

“public's ability to hunt, fish, and take game.” USACE disputes that there would be decreased flows on the river

under the PAA, as demonstrated in section 6 of the EIS.

Citations have been checked and corrected as needed. That does not change the fact, however, that flow

condition changes under the PAA are minimal compared to the NAA flow conditions and will have little adverse

impact.

(1) The recommended revised basin inflow was evaluated as a management measure and was not eliminated.

Captured in the draft EIS as revised basin inflow method 1, the measure passed the initial and second screening

processes. Additionally, the measure is a component of water management alternative 4 (see Table ES-2 and

Table 4.2-1 in the EIS). Section 4.2 states: “Water management alternatives were not formulated based on every

conceivable combination of measures. Instead, the measures selected for inclusion in a water management

alternative were those that USACE considered as potential refinements based on experience with current

operations or those that were recommended by one or more stakeholders during the scoping process.” (2) All

authorized project purposes already have been balanced, as noted in the draft EIS. (3) All adverse impacts have

been addressed. (4) USACE is not authorized by law to operate the ACF system specifically for the benefit of

Apalachicola Bay. Instead, benefits to the Apalachicola Bay are a byproduct of the system being operated for

authorized purposes. The 11th Circuit Court directed USACE to consider the Georgia water supply request as

part of the Master WCM update, and USACE complied with the court’s direction, considering Georgia’s request

as part of the process.
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Response to ACF184 – Florida Department of Environmental Protection
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U

V

Response to ACF184 – Florida Department of Environmental Protection

T. The final EIS includes appropriate updates

U. The final EIS includes appropriate updates

V. The final EIS includes appropriate updates
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Response to ACF184 – Florida Department of Environmental Protection
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X

Response to ACF184 – Florida Department of Environmental Protection

W. The final EIS includes appropriate updates

X. The final EIS includes appropriate updates
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Response to ACF184 – Florida Department of Environmental Protection
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Z

Response to ACF184 – Florida Department of Environmental Protection

Y. USACE concurs with the comment. Additional consultation was conducted for the final EIS under section 106 of

the National Historic Preservation Act as outlined. The results are reflected in section 6.7 of the final EIS.

Z. It is customary not to provide specific site location data in environmental documents that are available to the

general public to prevent potentially eligible sites from being vandalized or looted. USACE would be happy,

however, to provide the sites evaluated for the Master WCM update directly to the Florida State Historic

Preservation Office (SHPO).

" The data set was collected in 2009 by Brockington and Associates, Inc. upon request by and under contract

to USACE, Mobile District as a follow-up to the 1998 study with the same goals. The SHPOs with sites in the

study had the opportunity to comment on each of the studies, and concurrence letters regarding their

methodologies and results are on file with the district.

" Fifteen sites were selected by Brockington to evaluate both past and possible future impacts from proposed

changes in water level. The sites were selected based on their lakeshore or riverbank locations to represent

an accurate sample of sites periodically affected by water. Attempts were made to select two sites from

each USACE lake project in the ACF Basin (i.e., Lake Lanier, West Point Lake, Lake Walter F. George, Lake

Andrews, and Lake Seminole) in addition to a few other sites throughout the ACF Basin. Although

Brockington identified past, present, and possible future effects from erosion and established a

geomorphologic baseline, questions still remained about site exposure to human impacts—particularly

looting.

" The most recent study conducted by USACE in 2014 addressed impacts from water management and site

exposure. The data set was built using the data from the previous Brockington studies and evaluated using

geographic information systems technology.
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Response to ACF184 – Florida Department of Environmental Protection

AA. Public involvement during the Master WCM update process has been rigorous and ongoing since 2008. A

detailed summary is included in section 1.4 of the EIS.

USACE appreciates the information provided on newly recommended traditional cultural properties (TCPs) in

the ACF Basin; however, based on the nature of the TCPs and projected environmental impacts of the PAA,

USACE has determined that the PAA will have no effect on those TCPs.

Specifically, the USACE PAA would have little to no effect on flow and water quality conditions in the

Apalachicola River downstream of Jim Woodruff Lock and Dam compared to the NAA (current reservoir

operations). The PAA is not expected to cause a change in Apalachicola Bay ecological or socioeconomic

resources compared to current operations, thus no direct or indirect impacts to the TCPs mentioned are

expected.

The PAA is not expected to result in a change to conditions that currently exist for the commercial fishing

industry—including oysters—in Apalachicola Bay compared to current reservoir operations (NAA). Physical and

ecological conditions that affect the overall abundance or extent of occurrence of commercial species are not

expected to change under the PAA. Section 6.5.5 of the EIS addresses the effects of the various WCM update

alternatives on the Apalachicola Bay oyster industry, concluding that no direct or indirect impacts to the TCPs

mentioned are expected.
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Response to ACF184 – Florida Department of Environmental Protection
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Response to ACF184 – Florida Department of Environmental Protection

AB. See response to comment Q above
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AE

Response to ACF184 – Florida Department of Environmental Protection

AC. USACE used a straightforward and transparent ranking methodology. As a result of public and agency

comments, USACE reviewed the methodology it used to rank performance of the water management

alternatives and considered other methodologies. The Agency determined that other methodologies would not

improve on the methodology employed. Section 4 of the final EIS has been revised to better explain the ranking

process.

AD. The NAA is the baseline against which all other alternatives are compared in the draft EIS. As explained in

section 4.1.2.9 of the EIS, for modeling purposes, a fixed demand was identified to allow for effective

comparison of alternatives. The highest levels of basinwide water supply withdrawals occurred in 2007, during

the 2006–2008 drought. Although basinwide withdrawals since 2007 have been lower overall, 2007 was

selected as representative of “current” demand because using the highest recent figure provides the most

conservative estimate of the storage available for all purposes, assuming the highest reasonably forecasted

water supply demand, including during times of drought.

AE. The unimpaired flow data set has continued to expand since its initial development and release in 1997 to

support USACE’s ACT/ACF Comprehensive Water Resources Study. Limitations of the data usage are included in

the Unimpaired Flow Report in Volume I, Surface Water Availability, of the 1997 Water Resources Study. The

unimpaired flow data set has been updated for the period 1939–2011, and documentation has been included in

appendix O of the final EIS. With every update to the data set, USACE shared the data with the three states—

Alabama, Florida and Georgia—for review and input. The data set was developed to provide modeling support

for the impacts analysis of proposed water management alternatives. USACE will continue working with the

states to improve the unimpaired flow data set for the intended purpose. An important distinction: The

unimpaired flow data set was never intended to represent natural flow conditions.
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AH

Response to ACF184 – Florida Department of Environmental Protection

AF. An environmental assessment and finding of no significant impact were prepared for the May 2012 revised

interim operating plan (RIOP) for threatened and endangered species and is available in the document library of

the Master WCM update Web page of the USACE, Mobile District Web site. USACE has been operating the ACF

system in accordance with the 2012 RIOP since 2012. Council on Environmental Quality regulations for

implementing NEPA define “no action” as “no change” from the current management direction or level of

management intensity. Accordingly, the May 2012 RIOP is included as part of the NAA considered in the draft

EIS.

AG. The EIS has been revised to better explain return rates used in considering Georgia’s 2015 request. The return
rates used in the water supply analysis considered the withdrawals of multiple water supply providers and the
returns of multiple wastewater treatment facilities discharging either into Lake Lanier or the downstream
reaches of the Chattahoochee River. The return rates used for Metro Atlanta include interbasin transfer so that
discharges from wastewater treatment plants exceed the amount of water withdrawn. Regulating the return
rates of wastewater treatment plants is a local or state responsibility, not USACE. Water Supply Storage
Agreements do not contain provisions requiring or giving credit for return flows. Regulation of irrigation uses of
water in the ACF Basin is a local or state responsibility, not USACE.

AH. There appears to be a misunderstanding regarding “drought” as compared to reservoir “drought operations.”

Droughts are a function of hydrologic conditions across the basin, not how the USACE ACF Basin projects are

managed. The NAA includes a drought contingency plan developed in the 1980s. That plan was included as part

of the revised interim operating plan in consultation with the USFWS under section 7 of the Endangered Species

Act. The PAA includes a more robust drought contingency plan than the NAA under which drought operations

are triggered more often because the drought trigger has been revised to promote faster recovery of the

reservoirs and less severe impacts throughout the basin. The analysis presented in the EIS does not indicate that

droughts will occur at twice the current level under the PAA. Section 2.1.1.1.1.2 of the EIS discusses three

drought periods before 1957 and five drought periods since construction of Jim Woodruff Lock and Dam. The

streamflows associated with those droughts are included in the unimpaired flow data set used for HEC-ResSim

modeling. The effects associated with drought operations are discussed in section 6.1.1.3 of the EIS. Drought

operations would be triggered more frequently under the PAA compared to the NAA, but that fact does not

mean that droughts would be occurring more frequently. Under the PAA, USACE would more proactively

manage water resources in the reservoirs as drier conditions emerge in the basin. In the early stages of drought

operations, the water management constraints on the projects would be subtle and the effects in the system

barely noticeable. Operations would become progressively more constrained as drought conditions become

more severe in order to conserve storage to enable the projects to continue to fulfill all authorized project

purposes and needs in the basin until drought conditions improve and to promote faster recovery of the

reservoirs.
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Response to ACF184 – Florida Department of Environmental Protection

AI. See response to comment G above.
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Response to ACF186 – Chattahoochee RiverKeeper

A. As stated in section 1.2, the draft EIS considers not only operations for all authorized purposes, but also an

expanded range of water supply alternatives associated with the Buford Dam/Lake Lanier project, including

current levels of water supply withdrawals and additional amounts from Lake Lanier and downstream for Metro

Atlanta that Georgia requested in 2015. Several of the operations that the commenter mentions in the comment

are not authorized purposes for the ACF system, such as improving the Apalachicola Bay salinity levels. USACE

reiterates that the Master WCM update is not a study and is only a change to operation of existing constructed

projects. The final EIS removes Glades Reservoir as reasonably foreseeable because of the updated population

projections and Georgia’s decision to withdraw the certificate of need. The environmental impacts of most of

the alternatives analyzed in the final EIS, including the PAA are less than in the draft EIS, in part, because Glades

was removed.
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Response to ACF186 – Chattahoochee RiverKeeper

B. In December 2015, the State of Georgia submitted additional information regarding the water supply needs in

Metro Atlanta. Among other things, it provided revised water supply needs for Metro Atlanta and indicated that

the certificate of need for Glades Reservoir has been rescinded. Accordingly, the final EIS considers additional

alternatives based on the updated information provided by GAEPD and others in commenting on the draft EIS

and does not include Glades Reservoir as a reasonably foreseeable action.
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Response to ACF186 – Chattahoochee RiverKeeper

C. The GAEPD, not USACE, manages Clean Water Act compliance for the State of Georgia and is responsible for

establishing minimum flow requirements. GAEPD requested that the minimum flow at Peachtree Creek be

reduced to 650 cfs during drought periods. In response to that request, USACE investigated reducing the

minimum flow value to 650 cfs from November through April. USACE conducted an environmental assessment

in 2008 and concluded that reducing the minimum flow requirement at Peachtree Creek to 650 cfs during that

period would have no significant adverse effects on water quality. Over the past decade, USACE has reduced the

minimum flow seasonally at Peachtree Creek several times. Monitoring data is available from GAEPD during

those periods. Additional information regarding impacts to dissolved oxygen and other water quality parameters

is included in the final EIS. GAEPD has indicated its intention to ensure that water quality standards are met at

all flows based on revisions in their 2013 triennial review (GAEPD 2014). As shown by Figure 6.1-30 in the final

EIS, flows at Peachtree Creek exceed 750 cfs over 70 percent of the time. The Master WCM update is not a study

and is only a change to operation of existing constructed projects. Accordingly, the considered changes in water

management or water supply are within USACE’s authority to implement. In December 2015, the State of

Georgia submitted additional information regarding the water supply needs in Metro Atlanta. Among other

things, it provided revised water supply needs for Metro Atlanta and indicated that the certificate of need for

Glades Reservoir has been rescinded. Accordingly, the final EIS considers additional alternatives based on the

updated information provided by GAEPD and others in commenting on the draft EIS and does not include Glades

Reservoir as a reasonably foreseeable action. Phase 1 of the formulation process, as described in section 4 of the

draft EIS, considered seven water management alternatives addressing all authorized project purposes other

than water supply. The evaluation of the water management alternatives is discussed in section 4.2 of the draft

EIS. Alternatives addressing water supply needs in Metro Atlanta were addressed in the phase 2 formulation

process described in section 5 of the draft EIS. A detailed evaluation of those alternatives is presented in section

6 of the draft EIS.
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Response to ACF186 – Chattahoochee RiverKeeper

D. As concluded by the 11th Circuit Court of Appeals, USACE is authorized to make releases from Buford Dam to

meet the water supply needs of Metro Atlanta. Furthermore, the 11th Circuit directed USACE to look at its

authority to meet Georgia’s water supply request. USACE complied with this direction and included examination

of Georgia’s request in the notice of intent. It is important to reiterate that the Master WCM update is not a

study and is only a change to operation of existing constructed projects. Accordingly, the considered changes in

water management or water supply are within USACE’s authority to implement. Increasing the level of flood risk

management in one or more reservoirs is an appropriate subject for a feasibility study, not a WCM update.

USACE is required to operate the system to fulfill all authorized purposes; therefore, the provision that an

alternative had to address those authorized purposes is legally sound. Also, as commented, USACE is obligated

to comply with the Endangered Species Act (ESA). Thus, the screening criterion to eliminate any measure that

would violate the ESA is entirely appropriate.
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Response to ACF186 – Chattahoochee RiverKeeper

E. USACE has worked with USFWS to address concerns regarding the evaluation of the effects on fish and wildlife

resources in the final EIS in accordance with USACE authorities. Discussion of those concerns can be found in the

2015 draft Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act report in appendix J of the EIS. Some recommendations to

alternatives made by USFWS are outside USACE authorities and could not be addressed. USACE has considered

all comments received on the draft EIS. Section 6.4 of the final EIS has been updated to address the effects of

USACE operations on fish and wildlife resources in the ACF Basin.
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Response to ACF186 – Chattahoochee RiverKeeper

F. In December 2015, the State of Georgia submitted additional information regarding the water supply needs in

Metro Atlanta. Among other things, it provided revised water supply needs for Metro Atlanta and indicated that

the certificate of need for Glades Reservoir has been rescinded. Accordingly, the final EIS considers additional

alternatives based on the updated information provided by GAEPD and others in commenting on the draft EIS

and does not include Glades Reservoir as a reasonably foreseeable action.

G. Optimum flow regimes for the Chattahoochee River National Recreation Area are displayed in Table 6.1-10 of

the final EIS. Those flow regimes were developed as part of the MAAWRS in the 1980s. In 2000, CH2M Hill

developed a recreational flow preference for the NPS that was similar to the previous effort. Riverine flows are

evaluated in various reaches between Buford Dam and West Point Dam and also in the middle and lower

Chattahoochee River. Figure 6.1-24 in the EIS displays flows of the NAA and PAA below Buford Dam. Flows

exceeded 1,000 cfs approximately 75 percent of the time under the NAA compared to 73 percent of the time

under the PAA. For higher flows that would support kayaking (6,000 cfs), there was a negligible difference

between the NAA and the PAA over the period of record. Refer to the detailed response to comment S below.

H. Refer to the specific responses to comments 16.12, 16.13, and 16.14.
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Response to ACF186 – Chattahoochee RiverKeeper

I. The PAA has been evaluated for adaptation to climate change in compliance with current USACE regulations.

Many of the suggested effects analyses are beyond the scope of updating the WCM. Glades Reservoir is no

longer reasonably foreseeable and has been deleted from the HEC-ResSim modeling and analyses contained in

the final EIS.

J. The NAA is the baseline against which all other alternatives are compared in the draft EIS. The NAA does not

include Glades Reservoir but does include the 2012 revised interim operating plan. As explained in section

4.1.2.9 of the EIS, for modeling purposes, a fixed demand was identified to allow for effective comparison of

alternatives. The highest levels of basinwide water supply withdrawals occurred in 2007, during the 2006–2008

drought. Although basinwide withdrawals since 2007 have been lower overall, 2007 was selected as

representative of “current” demand because using the highest recent figure provides the most conservative

estimate of the storage available for all purposes, assuming the highest reasonably forecasted water supply

demand, including during times of drought.
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Response to ACF186 – Chattahoochee RiverKeeper

K. Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) regulations for implementing the National Environmental Policy Act

(NEPA) require consideration of the No Action Alternative (NAA) (40 CFR section 1502.14). In the CEQ's

memorandum of March 23, 1981, Forty Most Asked Questions Concerning CEQ's National Environmental Policy

Act Regulations, question no. 3 addresses how the NAA is defined depending on the nature of the specific

federal action. The response to question no. 3 states, in part:

The first situation might involve an action … where ongoing programs initiated under existing legislation

and regulations will continue, even as new plans are developed. In these cases, “no action” is “no

change” from the current management direction or level of management intensity. To construct an

alternative that is based on no management at all would be a useless academic exercise. Therefore, the

“no action” alternative may be thought of in terms of continuing with the present course of action until

that action is changed.

Consequently, for purposes of the Master WCM update process, the NAA reflects current reservoir operations

as they have evolved over time in response to laws, regulations, policy, and new technical information. Basing

the NAA for the ACF Basin on a pre-NEPA 1958 WCM or on a predam condition to assess the effects of

alternative WCM update plans would neither accurately reflect current baseline operations nor be consistent

with “no action” as defined in the referenced CEQ memorandum.

L. As stated in section 1.2, the draft EIS considers not only operations for all authorized purposes, but also an

expanded range of water supply alternatives associated with the Buford Dam/Lake Lanier project, including

current levels of water supply withdrawals and additional amounts from Lake Lanier and downstream for Metro

Atlanta that Georgia requested in 2015. Section 4.1.2 details the numerous operational measures considered,

and section 4.2 describes the water management operational alternatives. Water management alternatives

were not formulated based on every conceivable combination of measures. Instead, the measures selected for

inclusion in a water management alternative were those that USACE considered as potential refinements based

on experience with current operations or those that were recommended by one or more stakeholders during

the scoping process. Through a ranking process, USACE identified the water management alternative that best

satisfied the objectives of the Master WCM update. The WCM update is not a study and is only a change to

operation of existing constructed projects. The final EIS considers additional alternatives based on information

provided by GAEPD and others in commenting on the draft EIS.
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Response to ACF186 – Chattahoochee RiverKeeper

M. Addressing the water supply storage at Lake Lanier has been an issue in the ACF Basin for many years and the

focus of much of the past litigation. USACE is considering Georgia’s request in response to the June 28, 2011,

opinion of the 11th Circuit Court of Appeals that set aside the Army’s 2002 decision to deny Georgia’s 2000

request and ordered a remand to USACE to reconsider whether it has the legal authority to operate the Buford

project to accommodate Georgia’s request, in light of the legal authority conferred by Congress in the River and

Harbor Act of 1946; Public Law 84-841 (July 30, 1956) (1956 Act); and the Water Supply Act of 1958 (WSA).

USACE prepared a legal opinion in 2012 that concluded that USACE has discretion under the WSA to

accommodate additional net withdrawals of 170 mgd from Lake Lanier (including withdrawals of 277 mgd and

returns of 107 mgd to the reservoir), because accommodating those withdrawals and returns would not

fundamentally depart from congressional intent for the Buford project and the ACF system. Therefore, USACE

proposed and evaluated water management measures and alternatives that balance across all authorized

project purposes, while considering Georgia’s water supply storage request as directed by the 11th Circuit Court

of Appeals. A two-phased approach is necessary for the effort. USACE developed water management measures

and then considered additional water supply storage pursuant to the WSA. After overlaying the additional water

supply storage in the alternative, USACE reexamined the water management measures to determine if any

modifications or improvements would reduce impacts or help operate the system for all authorized purposes in

a balanced manner.
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Response to ACF186 – Chattahoochee RiverKeeper

N. USACE consulted with the USFWS under section 7 of the Endangered Species Act, and the results of the

consultation are documented in appendix J of the final EIS. During coordination with the USFWS in accordance

with the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act, USFWS suggested specific water management alternatives and

provided USACE with recommendations, including evaluations and analyses, intended to inform the

development of alternatives and to address the impacts of the PAA. Those suggestions and USACE’s responses

also are documented in appendix J of the EIS.

O. USACE completed the update to the WCMs for the ACF Basin in May 2015. During that process, USACE

determined that it was appropriate to consider potential new reservoirs in the system for which reservoir permit

applications had been submitted because the reservoirs were reasonably foreseeable. Designating those

reservoirs as reasonably foreseeable is not endorsement of their permitting or construction. In compliance with

NEPA and Council on Environmental Quality guidance, USACE determined it was appropriate to include those

reasonably foreseeable projects to capture all potential impacts. In the ACF Basin update, USACE committed to

analyzing Georgia’s water supply request. Because the request included Glades Reservoir, USACE included

analysis of the reservoir in its draft EIS. If the reservoir projects are not built, which will result in less impact to

the ACF Basin. Under NEPA, that is acceptable. In accordance with the GAEPD letter dated January 29, 2016, Hall

County’s certification of need for water supply from Glades Reservoir has been rescinded. Accordingly, USACE

revised the water supply options presented in the final EIS to exclude Glades Reservoir as a reasonably

foreseeable action with regard to water supply. To provide the public with information on all potential impacts,

USACE also intends to analyze the impacts of the entire amount of Georgia’s water supply request coming out of

Lake Lanier. USACE believes that the draft EIS fully evaluates the consequences of the PAA. The final EIS,

however, includes additional analysis of impacts. Further, the permit application for the Bear Creek Reservoir

project was withdrawn by the applicant by letter dated September 8, 2015. Bear Creek Reservoir has been

deleted from the HEC-ResSim model for the analysis presented in the final EIS.
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Response to ACF186 – Chattahoochee RiverKeeper

P. GAEPD requested that the minimum flow at Peachtree Creek be reduced to 650 cfs during drought periods. In

response to that request, USACE investigated reducing the minimum flow value to 650 cfs from November

through April. USACE conducted an environmental assessment in 2008 and concluded that reducing the

minimum flow requirement at Peachtree Creek to 650 cfs during that period would not have significant adverse

effects on water quality. Over the past decade, USACE has reduced the minimum flow seasonally at Peachtree

Creek several times. Monitoring data is available from GAEPD during those periods. The State of Georgia has the

responsibility for establishing and regulating water quality standards and should conduct any further analysis

that might be required. NEPA requires that USACE capture the impacts to the human environment of any

change from the NAA. USACE captured any impacts from the change to a season-varying flow at Peachtree

Creek.

Additional information regarding impacts to dissolved oxygen and other water quality parameters is included in

the final EIS. GAEPD has indicated its intention to ensure that water quality standards are met at all flows based

on revisions in their 2013 triennial review (GAEPD 2014).
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Response to ACF186 – Chattahoochee RiverKeeper
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Response to ACF186 – Chattahoochee RiverKeeper

Q. Before the installation of the new turbines as part of the Buford plant major rehabilitation, sluice gates were

frequently opened when low dissolved oxygen (DO) conditions were encountered at the state's trout hatchery

located just below the dam. Water released through the sluice gates still results in less than optimal DO due to

the location of the gates at the bottom of the dam. The sluice gates also were regularly opened during

“turnover” in the fall. Since replacement of the turbines, the sluice gates are no longer operated under those

conditions because the new turbines address DO to the maximum extent practical. Also, the trout hatchery in-

stalled aeration equipment and has not requested additional flows for DO support.

Currently, the sluice gate is opened for the following reasons:

" To provide minimum flow when the small unit is out of service.

" To evacuate flood storage if one of the main units is out of service.

" To support special events downstream with occasional short-time releases after coordination with

Mobile District Water Management (e.g., the annual children’s fishing event with local stakeholders).

R. Changes to the water management operations will not cause state water quality standards to be exceeded

between water management alternatives (Alternative 1 and Alternative 7); instead state water quality standards

will be exceeded by wastewater dischargers as documented in the effects between different water supply

options (Alt7I, Alt7J, Alt7K, Alt7L, and Alt7M). USACE recommends that EPA contact GAEPD, the designated

authority in Georgia that oversees part of the Clean Water Act, to ensure that the NPDES permits are revised.
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Response to ACF186 – Chattahoochee RiverKeeper

S. Optimum flow regimes for the Chattahoochee River National Recreation Area are displayed in Table 6.1-7 of the

final EIS. Those flow regimes were developed as part of the MAAWRS in the 1980s. In 2000, CH2M Hill

developed a recreational flow preference for the NPS that was similar to the previous effort. Riverine flows are

evaluated in various reaches between Buford Dam and West Point Dam and also in the middle and lower

Chattahoochee River. Figure 6.1-24 in the EIS displays flows of the NAA and PAA below Buford Dam. Flows

exceeded 1,000 cfs approximately 75 percent of the time under the NAA compared to 73 percent of the time

under the PAA. For higher flows that would support kayaking (6,000 cfs), there was a negligible difference

between the NAA and the PAA over the period of record.
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Response to ACF186 – Chattahoochee RiverKeeper

T. Coinciding the initiation of drought operations with the initial onset of reduced basin inflow is the intent of

revising drought operations. This typically occurs during periods of sustained rainfall deficit. Droughts are

typically slow to develop in the ACF Basin but historically last approximately 6 months to 3 years. The drought

operation trigger changed from Composite Zone 4 in the NAA to the higher Composite Zone 3 in the PAA. A

more conservative operation is initiated sooner by slowly reducing the flow requirement from Jim Woodruff

Dam. Gradually reducing releases from the storage mimics the slowly developing nature of drought conditions.

Initiating drought operations in Composite Zone 4 has a tendency to lag behind the presence of drought

conditions. Section 6 of the EIS, Environmental Consequences, describes the environmental and socioeconomic

effects of the PAA, which includes the revised drought operation plan. The analysis includes the cumulative

effect of all proposed updates to ACF water management operations.
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Response to ACF186 – Chattahoochee RiverKeeper

U. The climate change analysis presented in section 6.9 of the EIS concluded that the extreme high and low climate

change-affected values (both water quantity and water quality) would fall within the range of those that have

been historically experienced in the ACF Basin. Future updates of the WCM will enable USACE to consider

adjusting project operations to adapt to the effects of climate change as they emerge over time. Flood risk

management considerations specifically associated with Glades Reservoir are being addressed in the section 404

permit process for that project. The flood storage capacity that would be occupied by the proposed Glades

Reservoir, however, would be relatively minor compared to the total flood storage capacity of Lake Lanier, and

the overall effect on flood risk management in the basin would be negligible.

V. The reduction in hydropower generation among the alternative plans compared to the NAA was relatively small.

The EIS has been updated to discuss the potential greenhouse gas emission effects associated with the PAA

(section 6.5).

W. The PAA provides an opportunity for navigation to occur in the January–May timeframe each year. That

opportunity is limited by physical and regulatory constraints on the ACF system.

Navigation is one of several project purposes for which Congress has authorized the ACF projects. USACE

considers that purpose along with all other authorized purposes when making operational decisions
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Response to ACF186 – Chattahoochee RiverKeeper

X. USACE performed a cumulative analysis on all reservoirs in the ACF Basin with pending permit applications and

valid certifications of need. The certification of need for Glades Reservoir, however, has been withdrawn by the

State of Georgia and the 404 permit application has been withdrawn by Hall County. Also, the 404 permit

application for Bear Creek Reservoir has been withdrawn. Accordingly, those two reservoirs are no longer

reasonably foreseeable and have been deleted from the HEC-ResSim modeling and analyses contained in the

final EIS.
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Response to ACF186 – Chattahoochee RiverKeeper

Y. Refer to the response to comment F above.
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Response to ACF186 – Chattahoochee RiverKeeper

Z. The purpose of the EIS is to determine how the federal projects in the ACF Basin should be operated for their

authorized purposes, in light of current conditions and applicable laws, and to implement those operations

through updated water control plans and manuals. Because of the 11th Circuit Court ruling of June 2011 and the

2012 USACE legal opinion, updating the water control plans and manuals includes making a decision on

Georgia’s water supply request. Accordingly, this EIS considers not only operations for all authorized purposes,

but also an expanded range of water supply alternatives associated with the Buford Dam/Lake Lanier project,

including current levels of water supply withdrawals and additional amounts from Lake Lanier and downstream

for Metro Atlanta that Georgia requested in 2015. Forecasting future changes in water quality resulting from

population changes in parts of the ACF Basin other than the Metro Atlanta area is outside the scope of the

Master WCM update process and this EIS. Ensuring compliance with water quality standards in the future is a

responsibility of the states, not USACE.
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Response to ACF186 – Chattahoochee RiverKeeper

AA. As concluded by the 11th Circuit Court of Appeals, USACE is authorized to make releases from Buford Dam to

meet the water supply needs of Metro Atlanta. GAEPD, not USACE, however, is the designated authority

responsible for regulating discharges of treated wastewater by Metro Atlanta utilities into the Chattahoochee

River. In accordance with applicable NEPA regulations, the final EIS displays the impacts of the anticipated future

water supply withdrawals by the Metro Atlanta water supply providers and associated discharges of treated

wastewater.
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A NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION DEDICATED TO THE PROTECTION AND STEWARDSHIP OF THE APALACHICOLA RIVER & BAY
PO Box 8 (232-B Water Street) Apalachicola FL 32329 (850) 653-8936 Riverkeeper@ApalachicolaRiverkeeper.org

January 28, 2016

Colonel Jon Chytka
District Commander
US Army Corps of Engineers - Mobile District
PO Box 2288
Mobile AL 36628-0001

Tetra Tech, Inc.
61 St. Joseph Street
Suite 550
Mobile, Al 36602-3521

RE: Update to the Water Control Manual (WCM) and Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for the
Apalachicola-Chattahoochee-Flint River Basin

Dear Colonel Chytka:

On behalf of our Board of Directors and over 1,500+ members and supporters across the United States,
Apalachicola Riverkeeper has reviewed the referenced documents and submits the following comments
on the referenced Water Control Manual (WCM) DEIS. =FC BLARJCKQ\P ICKEQF $LSCO +&.(( M?ECP% ?KB

complexity speaks to the unenviable task the Corps faces in meeting the myriad objectives specified
through legislation and other federal guidance, and made far more difficult by the competing interests in
the basin. However, with all due respect, we believe the Corps can and must do better to recognize and
respect the conservation of fish and wildlife in the Apalachicola portion of the basin. To do otherwise,
as in the current version of the document, risks the loss of an ecosystem and culture that are widely
recognized as significant economic and ecological resources.

Our comments proceed as follows:

PART A outlines an alternative proposed action for consideration by the Corps based on the comments,
data, and other information in the sections following and/or included in the documents attached to these
comments. PART B. Sections 1-7 address short comings, flaws and additional information needs in the
DEIS as follows: Section 1 contains our most fundamental objection: the scope of the DEIS is fatally
flawed, in that it fails to consider the interests of, and impacts in, the Apalachicola River, Floodplain,
Estuary, and Bay. Section 2 describes the ecological relationships and interactions that are omitted from
the DEIS as a result of the too-narrow scope. Section 3 focuses specifically on issues related to low-
flow conditions, which will become more frequent and more severe if the PAA is adopted. Section 4
discusses the failure to consider Conjunctive Uses of flow, which may serve many needs and objectives
simultaneously. Section 5 discusses technical failures and shortcomings of the DEIS, such as the failure
to use the best available scientific knowledge and data. Section 6 delineates the Environmental Justice
issues that arise from the concentration of the negative impacts upon culturally-distinct low-income
communities. Section 7 offers our conclusions. Attachments are included on the flash drive
accompanying this document or on dropbox upon email request to Dan Tonsmeire.

Response to ACF187 – Apalachicola RiverKeeper
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PART A. Alternative Proposed Action and Approach

#

As requested by the Corps, in PART A we present an alternative to addressing the needs of the Fish and
Wildlife Conservation authorized purposes which have been sorely neglected in the DEIS. That
alternative includes metrics, data, methods and actions to help the Corps make the DEIS acceptable and
improve the operations to a point that the Fish and Wildlife Conservation purposes are better served in
the short term and can be further improved using an adaptive management approach as more
information is acquired and understood.

Metrics for flowing sections of the river and estuary:

Flows provided by releases from the reservoirs should mimic natural flows (pre-dam flows using the
1939-1957 USGS observed flow data set) to the greatest extent possible. More detailed descriptions of
natural flows and how to mimic natural flows are provided in Attachment 3a, the ACF Stakeholders
Sustainable Water Management Plan (SWMP) in Appendix B - Stakeholder Perspectives under two
separate sections. In the section under the Apalachicola Sub-basin (page 100 X 104) the concept of
Preserving Natural Flow Variability and Measuring the Health and Productivity of the Sub-basin:
Critical Flow Needs are explained. Additional explanation and guidance is provided in the section of
Appendix B - Environment and Conservation - Principles of Sustainable Water Management (Page
126-)*0% OCDCOOCB QL ?P Y=FC 8?QRO?I 5ILT ;?O?BGEJZ'

The selected metrics are described below at the nodes and data collection points known to exist and used
by the Corps. The Corps will need to become familiar with and understand the ecosystem functions that
are integral to the Apalachicola portion of the ACF Basin in order to recover and sustain the services
provided by the flow regime for fish and wildlife and humans. These functions are described in detail in
the comments following PART A. Metrics we have provided are:

Chattahoochee River below Peachtree Creek metric: Maintain a minimum flow of 750 cfs to
maintain safe and reliable recreational use and water quality. Other considerations:

1. Develop a method to make releases from Buford occur in a more gradual rise and fall
of the river to reduce risk of injury and/or loss of life, provide better ecological
habitat, and reduce erosion of banks and habitat loss.

2. No new reservoirs are added within the ACF Basin.

3. Additional storage may be added by increasing the conservation pool of Lake Lanier,
but is not required as part of this proposal.

Apalachicola River USGS Chattahoochee gage at Chattahoochee, FL metric: Flow should
mimic natural flows to restrain aquatic habitat loss to no greater than an overall 13% for dry year
flows. Habitat loss is determined by developing a relationship between the number of acres
inundated at a certain flow regime that would sustain all but 13% of the aquatic habitat. This can
be achieved with a reduction no greater than 6% from the baseline flow described below. This
will sustain floodplain inundation at levels, frequency, timing, and duration using the
flow/inundation relationship described in Darst 2008, Light 2006, and Light 1998. Development
of the desired baseline flow regime is described below:

A

Response to ACF187 – Apalachicola RiverKeeper

A. The authorized purposes of the federal ACF system do not include a specific directive to provide freshwater

inflows to Apalachicola Bay to sustain the resources of the bay. The PAA was selected to maintain the health of

the ACF Basin within USACE’s authorities. The scope of USACE’s authorities to manage projects in the ACF Basin

limits the Agency’s ability to mimic natural flows to the Chattahoochee and Apalachicola rivers. Its authorities

include the responsibility to produce peaking hydropower, operate for flood damage reduction, and release

minimum flows from Jim Woodruff Dam for threatened and endangered species to comply with the terms and

conditions in the biological opinion presented in appendix J of the final EIS. In the biological opinion the USFWS

concluded that effects to estuarine invertebrate production are insignificant because the PAA provides slightly

beneficial effects from increasing the number of freshwater pulses and increasing the number of days greater

than or equal to 16,200 cfs in the winter. USFWS also anticipate only minor changes in salinity regimes and

estuarine habitat due to the WCM.

The plan proposed by the ACF stakeholders is evaluated in section 4 of the final EIS to the extent that

information was available
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Use UIF median monthly flows of pre-dam dry years (for example, the three driest years from
1939-1957) to develop and bracket the lower end of low flows for comparing alternatives. This
metric is set to limit aquatic habitat loss to an overall maximum of 13% by maintaining acres of
inundated aquatic habitat of the river and floodplain for a duration that all aquatic habitat will be
sustained during dry years. Using this metric for dry years equates to a maximum 6% reduction
in flow from the UIF. In the current conditions run and the subsequent water management runs,
these flows will serve to help bracket and be a reference line for meeting or exceeding this dry
year metric. The resultant hydrograph represents the performance metric line for dry year flows,
and should not be used for normal and wet years. Maintaining the 6% reduction in flow below
UIF flows for comparable years is necessary in order to avoid creating drought conditions during
normal years.

For convenience, these same flows should also be expressed in cfs at the Blountstown and
Sumatra gages. Minimize the times flows during drought conditions go below 16,000 cfs
between April thru June and minimize the times flows go below 8,000 cfs for the months of July
thru November. This may be accomplished by instituting pulses that would achieve pre-dam
flows for some or all of these time periods.

To the extent possible under modeled conditions during non-drought years, maintain monthly
flows at the Blountstown gage fluctuating between 18,000 X 20,000 cfs for the months of
February thru May, then between 10,000 X 16,000 cfs the remainder of the year. This may be
accomplished by instituting pulses that would achieve pre-dam flows for these time periods.
During normal and dry (but not drought) times a spring pulse during mid-April thru mid-June
and a mid-summer pulse in July may be needed to achieve pre-dam flows as much as possible.

Apalachicola River USGS gage at Sumatra, FL metric: Use the flow and habitat loss
methodology to provide the flows at the Sumatra gage as the input to be run thru the Bay
Assessment hydrodynamic model to determine salinity in the Bay under the resultant conditions.

Apalachicola Bay metric X Using a Sumatra gage flow/bay salinity relationship established
using the hydrodynamic model and cumulative frequency distribution/occurrence salinity plots,
to the extent possible, maintain salinities in an optimal range for oysters between 10-24 PPT (for
explanation see Attachment 3a - SWMP page 57-58). During May thru October (during the
spawning, reproduction, and recruitment season), salinity should be maintained in the desirable
range a minimum of 50-55% of the year at locations throughout the Bay. During late fall and
winter (primary growth season) months November, December, and January thru April, salinities
should be maintained in the desirable range a minimum of 75-80 % of the year at locations
throughout the Bay.

This concept of seeking to maintain salinities which will help sustain the health of the oyster
populations in Apalachicola Bay was used by the USFWS and to develop the Apalachicola Bay
Assessment tables presented in the ACFS SWMP. In the bottom line of Table 5-3 on page 61 of
the main SWMP report, in which eight scenarios were modeled for the drought year of 2007, the
salinity regime in the Bay was improved over the RIOP with current consumptive uses
(Scenario 3) and USGS observed flows (Scenario 1). The basis for the desirable salinity

A
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values is to sustain a range of salinities in the Bay for oyster reproduction, recruitment and
growth during dry periods as much as possible and to minimize high salinities which are
detrimental to oysters. It has been explained in Attachment 4c by Doug Barr that prolonged low
flow and high salinities experienced during droughts lowers dissolved oxygen (DO) along the
estuary bottom. Low DO is not conducive to improved oyster production or other marine
species.

For these suggested metrics and pulse flows, 12,000 cfs flow is recommended to be the
beginning point for modeling and serve as an example of an alternative management scenario the
Corps could consider during late May/early June and again in late July for a two week period
each time. The basis for that selected flow is the benefits that would be achieved by such a flow,
including but not limited to: flushing flows in the larger slough systems of the floodplain
improving water quality and fish habitat; a pulse of nutrients would be supplied to the delta and
estuary; an increase in DO and an estimated 3-4 ppt decrease in salinity of the Bay at Cat Point
for a period of time; a 5 foot depth for a navigation channel without dredging; and increased
water availability for hydropower, low-consumption/high return rate industry, recreation, and
fish and wildlife conservation between Buford Dam and Jim Woodruff Dam. Modeling will
provide information on the capacity of the ACF system to meet these flows and estimate impacts
to reservoir levels throughout the system.

The following assumptions and considerations are provided to help further understand the basis for the
metrics developed above:

1) The Chattahoochee River metric will enhance recreational opportunities, shoal bass population

and ecological and environmental quality of the Chattahoochee River flowing sections,

particularly below Peach Tree Creek, by using recommended patterns of flow at National

Recreational Area, both above and below Morgan Falls. A stream rating curve is needed to

allow for a forecast of habitat change differences between 650 minimum flow, and 750 minimum

flow to demonstrate the benefits.

2) No new reservoirs can be allowed due to increased evaporation and changes in timing of flows to

downstream portions of the system. The cumulative impacts of the Glades Reservoir project and

other potential projects (e.g., Bear Creek Reservoir, South Fulton) on ACF operations were not

evaluated. For example, Glades will impede basin inflow into Lanier and increase evaporative

losses in the watershed. The DEIS fails to explain how the hydrology of the ACF system will

change in response to the inclusion of Glades and how the hydrological changes will impact

ACF operations and subsequently the downstream ecosystem and communities.

3) A thorough discussion of the interactions and effects of changes to rainfall/flow and the

relationship between the two with forecasted climate change is necessary and should be

accomplished at the earliest possible time. Appropriate adjustments to the UIF, basin inflows,

and baseline flows discussed in Section 5 should be carried out.

A
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4) During dry periods, it is possible to allow for pulses of elevated flow to accommodate increase

inundation in the floodplain, lower salinity levels in the Bay, and improved water quality in the

floodplain and bay.

5) The NAA/Existing condition (current operations) should use pre-2007 changes, or earlier,

instead of RIOP 2012 condition for comparison with proposed and preferred alternatives.

Impacts would be identified if the baseline being considered was prior to 2006, instead of the

current baseline condition (2012). These differences may require mitigation for those

cumulative impacts. There is adequate data available to make this comparison (operations,

inflow, consumption, etc.).

6) An over-riding commitment to an Adaptive Management approach to scheduling water releases

to meet conservation needs, including climate change issues is required from the starting point

recommended. Vigilance for opportunities to improve wetland function and associated

ecological services is necessary.

7) Using these metrics for guiding operations could diminish impacts from the PPA and will

improve the proposed operations.

Using the metrics presented above, modeling using a hydrologic and hydrodynamic model with the data
sets referenced and provided in this document should allow a reasonable evaluation of the fish and
wildlife conservation freshwater flow needs below Jim Woodruff Dam on the Apalachicola River.

Modeling and Analysis considerations:

Dr. Aris Georgakakos of the Georgia Water Resources Institute (GWRI) has well established hydrologic
and hydrodynamic models to carry out modeling of the recommended metrics to evaluate the impacts on
floodplain inundation and salinities. GWRI models were used to evaluate alternatives by the ACFS.
Those modeling results for floodplain inundation and the salinity criteria were analyzed by Atkins
Global. The DEIS analysis should further investigate the modeling and analysis of pulse flows to
maximize the benefits for appropriate levels of inundation and salinity based on timing, frequency, and
duration to mimic natural flow and salinity regime conditions to the greatest extent possible.

PART B. Short comings, flaws, and additional information needs in the DEIS

1. The Scope of the DEIS is far too narrow; further, the Scope serves to unfairly favor the needs
of part of the basin and authorized purposes over others

The Scope of the DEIS precludes the consideration of many important issues and impacts, especially in
the Apalachicola River, Floodplain, and Bay. The ecosystems that exist in these areas are truly unique
in their natural, environmental, cultural and economic importance. They are of international, national,
regional, and local significance. For the Scope to be adequate it is necessary to understand the
functioning of the Apalachicola system, and how those functions depend upon timely and adequate flow
in the river. =FC PVPQCJ\P GKAOCBG@IC @GLBGSCOPGQV ?KB CALILEGA?I PCOSGACP ?OC PR@PQ?KQG?IIV BCEO?BCB @V

low flows. Assessment of the impacts of alternatives requires an understanding of the ways in which
reduced river flow will result in negative ecosystem impacts. Reduced river flow, and the reduced
nutrient flow and degraded water quality that accompany it, are not addressed in the DEIS. Nor is there

A

B

Response to ACF187 – Apalachicola RiverKeeper

B. The comment regarding the scope of the EIS is directly related to the project purposes authorized by Congress.

The scope of the EIS is appropriate for the update of a WCM on a previously constructed project. The purposes

of the Master WCM update and WSSA (appendix B in the EIS) are to determine how the federal projects in the

basin should be operated for their authorized purposes, in light of current conditions and applicable laws, and to

assess the extent to which reservoir storage at Lake Lanier can be made available to meet current and future

water supply needs for Metro Atlanta. The authorized purposes of the federal ACF system do not include a

specific directive to provide freshwater inflows to Apalachicola Bay to sustain the resources of the bay. In the

WCM update process, balancing project operations to fulfill all authorized purposes, while evaluating impacts to

the environment was a top priority. NEPA requires the evaluation of the PAA be compared to the current

conditions (NAA).

Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) regulations for implementing NEPA require consideration of the NAA

(section 1502.14). In the CEQ's memorandum of March 23, 1981, Forty Most Asked Questions Concerning CEQ's

National Environmental Policy Act Regulations, question no. 3 addresses how the NAA is defined depending on

the nature of the specific federal action. The response to question no. 3 states, in part:

The first situation might involve an action … where ongoing programs initiated under existing legislation and

regulations will continue, even as new plans are developed. In these cases, “no action” is “no change” from

the current management direction or level of management intensity. To construct an alternative that is

based on no management at all would be a useless academic exercise. Therefore, the “no action” alternative

may be thought of in terms of continuing with the present course of action until that action is changed.

Consequently, for purposes of the Master WCM update process, the NAA reflects current reservoir operations

as they have evolved over time in response to laws, regulations, policy, and new technical information. Basing

the NAA for the ACF Basin on a pre-NEPA 1958 WCM or a predam condition to assess the effects of alternative

WCM update plans would neither accurately reflect current baseline operations nor be consistent with “no

action” as defined in the referenced CEQ memorandum
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any consideration of the level of flow needed to sustain the ecosystem. A competent, ethical and
responsible analysis of the impacts of water flow in this system requires a thorough and comprehensive
assessment of impacts in these areas. Any alternative action that is adopted should be shown to avoid,
minimize, or mitigate the inevitable negative impacts of reduced flow in the Apalachicola River, in
order to assure that the ecosystem functions and natural services provided within the Apalachicola Basin
are sustained. Because of its constrained Scope, the DEIS fails to consider these impacts. This failure,
in turn, serves to favor the needs of part of the basin over others, in a manner that we consider unethical.
Further, as discussed in Section 4, this favoritism will be seen to be a failure of Environmental Justice,
in a way that the DEIS fails to address.

Sadly, this is not the first time we have brought these issues before the Corps in a formal proceeding.
Apalachicola Riverkeeper sent comments in November, 2013 to Colonel Steve Roemhildt (Attachment
1a) in response to the most recent change to the Scope of Work. Those comments will not be repeated
here, but all remain relevant because they were not addressed in the DEIS. From our view, operations
F?SC @CCK ?IQCOCB PGKAC )0,/ TGQF ? ALKPGPQCKQ QOCKB QL J?UGJGWC QFC OCPCOSLGOP\ @CKCDGQP DLO RMPQOC?J

uses. Policy and operations have consistently targeted the minimum releases possible from those
reservoirs to the Apalachicola River to meet narrowly-focused objectives that utterly fail to include any
substantive evaluation of the ecosystem functions provided by the Apalachicola ecosystem, or the
ecosystem services thereby furnished to people who live and work in communities in the basin.

We share the criticisms offered by The US Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) in its Draft Fish and Wildlife Conservation Report
(DFWCAR) (Attachment 1b); as summarized on the first page of that attachment, the DEIS does not
accurately represent or give equal consideration to the Fish and Wildlife Conservation authorized
purpose. We concur with the similar criticisms from the Independent External Peer Reviewers (IEPR)
(Attachment 1c); the comments from IEPR reinforce the positions of the USFWS and NOAA and add to
their criticisms, citing a lack of consistency and clarity that result in confusion and baseless conclusions
of the DEIS. These are summarized in the attached Executive Summary (page iii Xviii) of the IEPR
report. Further, we are also co-signor of the comments provided to the Corps by the National Wildlife
Federation.

Despite listing numerous authorizations, guidance and legislation that provide both authority and
responsibility for all federal actions to protect and restore the ecological integrity of ecosystem functions
(i.e., Attachment 1d X National Water Policy), the DEIS does not give adequate consideration to the
1M?I?AFGALI? CALPVPQCJ LO QFC AGQGWCKP\ K?QRO?I-resource-based economy and culture as part of the Fish
and Wildlife Conservation authorized purpose. Further, the current document ignores the cumulative
impacts of 60 years of manipulations by the Corps, and of present and future upstream water
consumption. In JGPQ?HGKE AROOCKQ ALKBGQGLKP DLO [@?PCIGKC\ ALKBGQGLKP& QFC DEIS creates a flawed and
D?IPC @?PGP DLO QFC ?K?IVPGP LD ARJRI?QGSC GJM?AQP @CQTCCK QFC Y8L 1AQGLK 1IQCOK?QGSCZ $811% ?KB

Y;OCDCOOCB 1AQGLK 1IQCOK?QGLKZ $;11%' =L AI?GJ QF?Q MOLMLPCB ALKBGQGLKP ?re only slightly worse than
current conditions is equivocating over fully-documented impacts, which show the Apalachicola
ecosystem to be significantly degraded by current policies and practices.

This DEIS must be redone to consider a more healthy condition of the Apalachicola River,
Floodplain and Bay ecosystem as a whole for the historical baseline comparison to recent (NAA) and
proposed (PAA) evaluations of the estuarine and floodplain conditions.

B
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2. Overall ecological system function is not assessed, addressed or considered by the limited
focus of the DEIS

2a. Ecosystem dependence upon level and timing of flows

The ACF System and particularly the Apalachicola River, Floodplain and Bay and the eastern Gulf of
Mexico are an inextricably-linked ecosystem in which river flow is the primary driver of its biological
diversity and ecological and economic productivity. It is a unique and significant ecological resource
hosting the highest biodiversity of any river system in North America and one of the most productive
estuaries in the northern hemisphere. Economically, the fisheries supported by the Apalachicola system
are valued in the billions of dollars. These values have been recognized for decades and provide a basis
for exceptional efforts to understaKB& MOLQCAQ ?KB J?GKQ?GK QFC PVPQCJ\P CALILEGA?I GKQCEOGQV& CALKLJGA

vitality, and natural resource benefits to the greatest extent. Climate change and extreme pressure from
water use on river systems around the world are causing the loss of natural systeJP\ MOLBRAQGSGQV'

Numerous examples are available which demonstrate how the proposed alternatives will result in
eventual loss of the ecosystem services now provided by the Apalachicola system.

It is environmentally unacceptable and economically infeasible to ignore this system, where
management can sustain its integrity if properly understood and appropriate action taken.

2b. Changes in flow

The DEIS does not describe or address changes in the flow regime due to the Corps management of the
ACF system or to increased consumption. Without recognition of these basic needs to meet the Fish and
Wildlife Conservation authorized purpose in the Apalachicola portion of the system, there is no
opportunity for consideration of providing alternatives that would protect, restore or improve conditions.
Analysis for the ecosystem should include: protection of the natural pattern of seasonal low, moderate
and high flows; maintaining or restoring floodplain inundation; and distribution of flood waters to
maintain the fish, wildlife, and botanical resources of the River, Floodplain and Bay.

2c. Impacts of changes in flow

The DEIS should recognize that change in the flow regime has caused declines in species abundance and
reduced areal occupancy; many areas in the flood plain are no longer suitable habitat because of
sustained dry conditions. There is potential for extirpation from the Region of Impact if additional
change above that already experienced occurs. The DEIS accepts the current operations of the NAA as
if they are adequate to sustain a healthy ecosystem in the Apalachicola. This is wholly false: the system
is neither healthy nor being sustained. The PAA is considered only slightly (not significantly) worse
than the NAA, despite the fact that drought conditions will be more frequent and more severe. The
DEIS does not recognize that even small negative changes to previously-stressed systems can cause
significant ecological upheaval.

The lack of understand.1, 2+ 6-* 5956*05; )*3*1)*1(* 7321 6-* /*8*/ '1) timing of flows causes the
cumulative impact analysis to erroneously conclude that current operations and the proposed
alternatives will not have an appreciable or significant effect, and that no mitigation is required. This
is simply not true.

C

Response to ACF187 – Apalachicola RiverKeeper

C. Congress intended and authorized the ACF Basin to be a regulated system; it authorized the construction of

multipurpose USACE reservoirs for the authorized purposes of flood risk management, navigation, hydropower,

recreation, water quality, water supply, and fish and wildlife conservation. USACE makes continuous releases

from the Buford, West Point, and Jim Woodruff projects for water quality control and to support aquatic

conditions for fish and wildlife and endangered species in the basin. Attempts to achieve a natural flow regime

or run of the river operations, as implied in the comment, would nullify the flood risk management and

hydropower authorizations as intended by Congress. The cumulative impact assessment in the EIS (section 6.10)

recognizes the impact of USACE reservoirs together with numerous other human-induced actions on the decline

of aquatic species, habitat fragmentation, floodplain connectivity, and natural flow regime alterations. USACE

modeled and analyzed the different alternatives and reviewed all available scientific data and information

provided by commenters and stakeholders in determining the PAA and capturing its potential impacts
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2d. The DEIS lacks a discussion of how flow sustains the River, Floodplain, and Bay and Eastern
Gulf

Flows needed to sustain the most basic of the ecosystem functions must be considered to avoid a loss of
floodplain connectivity; only when water flows (and therefore, water levels) are high is the floodplain
fully connected to the river. This connection is essential, so that the inundating flows carry life-
sustaining nutrients to the estuary and to the Bay. Further, the flow of nutrients continues some 250
miles southward in the eastern Gulf; this so-called Green River is crucial to the health and growth of
many commercially-important species of finfish offshore. The timing and the areal coverage of the
floodplain inundation is critical to the vegetation, fish and wildlife that make up the complex of plants,
fish, birds, reptiles, crustaceans, amphibians and mammals (including humans) that use the floodplain
for nourishment, growth, foraging, spawning, resting and protection. Under truly natural conditions, the
hydrologic connectivity of the floodplain to the main river channel provides the mechanism of transport
of water to the vital areas of the floodplain at the appropriate time and for sufficient duration to support
the diverse assemblages of species that inhabit and use the floodplain. The importance of the floodplain
inundation is well-documented in the literature and can be found in the documents included in the
Apalachicola River and Bay Management Plan (Attachment 3b), Livingston 2008 (Attachment 4a), and
other reports and documents including but not limited to: Livingston 1983, Livingston 2015; and the 3
USGS Reports - Light 1998, Light 2006, and Darst 2008.

2e. Importance of Inundation

The USFWS Planning Aid Letters and the USGS documents (Darst 2008, Light 2006, and Light 1998)
explain that the timing, duration, and depth of inundation of the floodplain are important to the
vegetation of the floodplain for propagation and growth of the bottomland hardwood forest. Forest
density, composition, tree size, age, mortality, and recruitment are all part of the forest ecosystem upon
which the wildlife depend. As the floodplain becomes drier due to reduced duration and depth or offsets
in the timing of flood flows, the forest loses density, mass, and canopy cover. Apalachicola Floodplain
has experienced a loss of over 4 million swamp trees, primarily Tupelo, Cypress and Popash. The
decrease in forest density and canopy will result in an increase in light on the forest floor, thereby
encouraging a thicker growth of ground cover plants, which in turn will further reduce the success of
forest replacement. If these changes continue, a resultant loss of leaf litter biomass, increase evaporation
from the soil, decrease in soil organisms, and speeding up decomposition of the leaf liter. These
changes and loss of biomass would result in a net loss of substrate for benthic organisms in the
floodplain and ultimately downstream waters of the river, delta and estuary. (Darst 2008, Light 2006,
and Light 1998)

2f. Importance of flow to the Bay

As flows move through the complex of sloughs and distributary creeks of the Floodplain and Delta,
nutrients are accumulated and carried to the estuarine nursery areas of the Bay. This creates a low-
salinity, high-nutrient condition conducive to growth and development of larval and juvenile stages of
most (over 90%) of all commercially harvested species in the Gulf of Mexico. Apalachicola Bay has up
until the very recent drought produced 90% of the oysters in Florida and over 10% of the national
harvest from native oyster bars. Native oyster reefs are in global peril and over the last two centuries,
90% of native oyster reefs have become functionally extinct, as was reported in the journal BioScience

C
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in 2011 (Beck 2011). That same report, before the BP oil spill, looked to the Gulf of Mexico as the last
remaining region on the planet for sustainable harvest from native oyster reefs. We know that
Apalachicola 2?V\P situation is even more rare and important now, given the subsequent damage. The
nutrient-laden flows support and balance the food web and habitats within the estuary (Attachment 4a,
Livingston 1983, Livingston 2015). Those same nutrient rich freshwaters move over 250 miles offshore
and nourish the habitat and mature stages of the same recreational and commercially-harvested species
as described in Attachments 5a, 5b, 5c, and 5d) that NOAA has valued at over $5.8 Billion
(Attachments 6a and 6b).

3. Impacts of Reduced River Flow and the need to consider and accomplish a more balanced
alternative is missing in the DEIS

3a. Low Flow Impacts to Riverine Hydrology and Biology

Drought imposes highly-stressful conditions on ecosystems. To impose increased severity on the
biological resources of an ecosystem during high-stress drought conditions ignores well-documented
information related to conditions on Apalachicola River, Floodplain and Bay. These conditions are
leading to degradation and collapse of the ecosystem. The three USGS Reports (Darst 2008, Light
2006, and Light 1998) and Attachments 3b, 3c, 3d and 3e provide an overview of the impacts to the
Apalachicola River Floodplain due to reduced high, median, low, and drought flows. During the drought
of 2006-2007 and 2011-2012 just such an increase in stress was put on the Apalachicola ecosystem by
QFC 3LOMP\ LMCO?QGLKP TGQF QFC RIQGJ?QC OCPRIQ @CGKE BCEO?B?QGLK LD T?QCO NR?IGQV ?KB ILPP LD DILLBMI?GK

and fish habitat. The consequences were near-ecological-collapse of the estuary during and following
both drought periods, with significant declines in every commercial fishery in the estuary. Since 2012,
over three years since the 2012 drought, Apalachicola Bay is experiencing only a meager recovery from
those stressful conditions. These impacts were documented in the Apalachicola Bay Oyster Situation
Report.

3b. The Apalachicola River Floodplain and Bay are not healthy and are under significant stress from
a documented altered flow regime.

Flows during droughts are even more critical because of the compromised conditions existing across the
ecosystem. Hydrographs in Attachment 1e, based on the observed flow data in Attachment 2d, show
the differences between observed pre- and post-dam flows on the Apalachicola. These changes in flow
are primarily due to: (a) Corps operations; (b) residential water consumption; (c) evaporation in the
basin due to reservoirs; (d) municipal and industrial water supply; and (d) agricultural irrigation (as
shown in Attachments 2a and 2b). Altered timing and reduction of flow magnitude by the quantity
shown in these attachments can be equivalent to a 40-50% reduction of flow below normal to the
Apalachicola River, Floodplain and Bay during dry and drought periods. Reducing flows to the
Apalachicola portion of the system that do not mimic natural flows commensurate with changes in
rainfall, can cause the system to degrade or fail. A report by Steve Leitman (Attachment 2c) compares
the relationship between rainfall and flow alterations in the Apalachicola, and explains that flows during
earlier more-severe droughts have been higher than flows in more recent less-severe droughts in the
Apalachicola. This can only be explained by increased water depletions from use, water regulation,
and/or reservoir evaporation in the upstream basin. The DEIS does not include any information that
supports lower flows from climate change.

D

Response to ACF187 – Apalachicola RiverKeeper

D. The authorized purposes of the federal ACF system do not include a specific directive to provide freshwater

inflows to Apalachicola Bay to sustain the resources of the bay. However, water management measures

suggested by stakeholders that would increase freshwater flows into Apalachicola Bay were considered, as

discussed in section 4 of the final EIS. The PAA includes fish and wildlife conservation operations throughout the

basin (e.g., the reservoir fish spawn operations, minimum flow provisions in the Apalachicola River, and fish

passage at Jim Woodruff Lock and Dam). Section 5 of the EIS provides additional information on the PAA. The EIS

considered and disclosed the expected impacts that the PAA could have on fish and wildlife resources in the

Apalachicola River and Bay (or elsewhere in the system). The analysis presented in section 6 of the EIS indicates

that the PAA would have a minimal effect on flow conditions in the Apalachicola River and into the bay

compared to current reservoir operations under the NAA. Because flow and water quality changes in the

Apalachicola River and Bay are not expected under the PAA, no anticipated incremental effect would be

expected on fish or wildlife resources in the bay.
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3c. Documented impacts of low flows

The document at Attachment 3f (Presumptive Flows Standards, by Brian Richter), concludes that a river
system experiencing a 10% reduction in the pre-development flow regime may maintain its ecological
functions, while a 20% reduction of flow in the natural river flow regime is significant enough to result
in significant loss of ecological functions and integrity. Attachment 4d also highlight the impacts to
PQOC?JP DOLJ OCBRACB DILT' =FC 3LOMP\ D?GIROC QL ALJMCKP?QC DLO QFC T?QCO RPCP GK 6CLOEG? LO QL GJMLPC

limitations on Georgia to allow the Corps to meet it authorized purpose for Fish and Wildlife
Conservation is a defacto allocation of water away from Florida.

An appropriate preferred alternative would consider the flows needed to sustain a healthy river and
floodplain connection and mimic the frequency, timing and duration of the natural flow regime and
floodplain inundation conditions during droughts.

3d. Low Flow Impacts to Estuarine Ecology

During normal low flows, less water is carried through the floodplain and results in an overall reduction
of nutrients, lower Dissolved Oxygen (DO) and increase salinity in the Bay. During typical low water
months, and particularly during droughts, higher salinities increase the naturally-occurring diseases and
predators that prey on oyster beds in the Bay, and which decrease DO near the bay floor. As lower-
than-normal drought flows are released by the Corps, water quality impacts cause even higher salinities
for prolonged periods, lower nutrients and DO, increased disease and predation on oysters, which
combined, result in an overall loss of oyster, fish, shrimp, crab, and wildlife in the estuary. Attachments
4a, 4b, 4c, 4e and 4g explain and demonstrate the importance of river flows to the water quality and
estuarine conditions of Apalachicola Bay and document water quality impacts during drought
conditions. Salinity data for Apalachicola Bay was received from the Apalachicola National Estuarine
Research Reserve is included in Attachment 4f and serves as the basis for demonstrating much of the
discussion in these comments and emphasized in Attachments 4a - 4d.

3e. Related Marine Ecology of the Gulf of Mexico

Because the ACF System provides 35% of the freshwater flow to the Eastern Gulf (Edmiston 2008), it is
ILEGA?I QL ALOOCI?QC QFC DOCPFT?QCO DILT ?KB OCI?QCB KRQOGCKQP\ ALKQOG@RQGLK QL QFC FC?IQF ?KB MOLBRAQGSGQV

of the offshore fisheries and habitat in this region of the Gulf. Attachments 5a, 5b, 5c, 5d, and 4c
provide an explanation of the importance of the freshwater and nutrient plume from the ACF System to
the eastern Gulf. Once the connection with freshwater flows from the ACF System to the health of the
Eastern Gulf fisheries is understood, it is important to recognize the economic importance of those flows
to West Florida, and ultimately the SE United States. Those values have been evaluated by NOAA in
Attachment 6a. A further analysis of the NOAA estimated value of the fisheries of Apalachicola Bay
and the Gulf (Attachment 6b) shows the value to West Florida to be over $5.8 billion. The linkages of
the same freshwater flows which nourish Apalachicola Floodplain, Delta, and Bay with the productivity
of Gulf fisheries provide an obvious correlation between appropriate freshwater flows and a healthy
Gulf fishery and Essential Fish Habitat (EFH). This further emphasizes the importance of consideration
for the flows needed to sustain a healthy River, Floodplain and Bay as a critical component of a
complete DEIS.

D
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Flows that sustain a healthy estuarine environment should also provide the Gulf marine
environment with adequate nutrient output to sustain offshore fisheries, including Essential Fish
Habitat.

4. The DEIS should consider Conjunctive Uses of water releases

Water Releases with Conjunctive Uses are those that meet multiple purposes and that also benefit the
ecology of the Apalachicola River, Floodplain and Bay. Such releases would improve flows for the
river, floodplain and bay and would also benefit hydropower, recreation and navigation in the basin
below Lake Lanier. Properly managed, conjunctive-use releases would have little or no impacts to the
capacity or ability for north Georgia metro water supply demands to be met. Such releases are not
critically evaluated in the DEIS.

For example: target releases for navigation established in the DEIS alternatives did not consider the
potential for benefits to the ecology of the Apalachicola River, Floodplain and Bay. Such releases were
explained in the Sustainable Water Management Plan (SWMP) (Attachment 3a) provided by the ACF
Stakeholders and the USFWS in its Planning Aid Letters. The SWMP provides detailed information
that demonstrates that the release of relatively minor pulses during dry periods (to more closely mimic
natural flow paradigm) can lower salinity in Apalachicola Bay to the extent that it stress on the oyster
population could be moderated.

In PART A of these comments, we have suggested pulse flows of 12,000 cfs as an example of an
alternative scenario the Corps could consider to achieve conjunctive uses. The basis for that selected
flow is the benefits that would be achieved by such a flow, including but not limited to: flushing flows
in the larger slough systems of the floodplain improving water quality#erh#jmwl#lefmxex, a pulse of
nutrients#{syph#fi#wyttpmih#to the#Hipxe#erh estuary, er#mrgviewi#mr#HS#erh#an estimated 3- 4 ppt
decrease in saliniQV LD QFC 2?V ?Q 3?Q ;LGKQ DLO ? MCOGLB LD QGJC& ? ,\ BCMQF DLO ? K?SGE?QGLK AF?KKCI

without dredging/#erh#mrgviewi#{exiv#ezempefmpmx}#jsv#l}hvsts{iv/#ps{0gsrwyqtxmsr2lmkl0vixyvr#vexi#

mrhywxv}/#vigviexmsr/#erh#jmwl#erh#{mphpmji#gsrwivzexmsr#fix{iir#Fyjsvh#Heq#erh#Nmq#[sshvyjj#Heq.

The Corps is unique in its failure to fully analyze such multipurpose flows. In contrast, USFWS is
considering similar adjustments in Corps flow regulation; these adjustments would benefit oyster and
gulf sturgeon habitat and spawning. The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (FWCC)
demonstrated in its summary report (Attachment 3c) how increasing river levels above 10,000 cfs
maintains habitat and water quality in the Apalachicola Floodplain. Flows that are sufficient to maintain
water quality in the floodplain can also benefit navigation (without inducing the impacts associated with
dredging), recreation, estuarine habitat and water quality, and hydropower.

Conjunctive uses of water that improve ecological conditions in the basin should be included in the
evaluation of alternatives to provide a more balanced and equitable range of benefits to all users in
the basin.

5. The DEIS does not provide an Environmentally Preferable alternative using the best
available data and science

E

Response to ACF187 – Apalachicola RiverKeeper

E. Conjunctive use releases from the federal multiple-purpose reservoir occur by default. The multipurpose USACE

reservoirs were authorized for flood control, navigation, hydropower, recreation, water quality, water supply,

and fish and wildlife conservation. Releases from the reservoirs are timed to provide electricity during peak

demand. The hydropower releases have the conjunctive use of meeting several needs such as downstream

water demands, supporting the balanced operation by raising downstream reservoirs, meeting water quality

minimum flow requirements, evacuation of water from flood storage, supporting Endangered Species Act flow

requirements below Jim Woodruff Lock and Dam, and supporting the 7-ft channel during the navigation season.

Conjunctive or multipurpose releases are imbedded within the water management operations of the ACF Basin.

There are secondary benefits to every release made from the reservoir and inherently incorporated into the

impact analysis. USACE considered the benefits of multipurpose flows. For example, flood plain connectivity in

the Apalachicola River basin was considered in the formulation of the navigation season. USACE considered

releases that met multiple project purposes at the same time and captured the impacts, both beneficial and

adverse, that occur from meeting the project purposes. USACE also addressed and considered the pulse flow

comment submitted by the ACF stakeholders in the final EIS.
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5a. The estuary is currently neither healthy nor sustainable.

In contrast to the DEIS statements that Apalachicola Bay is a relatively healthy estuarine ecosystem,
Attachments 7a and 7b document impacts to the estuary during the droughts of 2007 and 2012. These
were periods during which drought flows were lower than ever before recorded and well below what a
natural flow regime would have provided during similar drought conditions. Leitman provides a
comparison of drought flows and their relationship in Attachment 2c. The 2nd slide in Attachment 3e
depicts the flow during 2007 relative to the average flow from 1923-2009. The flat-line low flow
released during 2007 was unprecedented and was followed by a similar record flat-lined low flow for a
duration that lasted for an even greater time period during 2011-2012. Further documentation of the
decline of Apalachicola Bay immediately after the prolonged periods of flat lined extreme drought flows
are also documented in the April 2013 Apalachicola Bay Oyster Situation Report from the Oyster
Recovery Task Force.

An appropriate preferred alternative would consider the flows needed to sustain as healthy an
estuarine condition in Apalachicola Bay during droughts as possible.

5b. Climate change, rainfall, and runoff

The discussions of climate change and rainfall/runoff relationships provided in the DEIS are not well-
founded and do not support or justify the reductions in flow that have been experienced or that have
been recommended. Recommendations on the flow needs for riverine and estuarine ecosystems that will
maintain ecological functions are found throughout the literature, and can be found specifically in
documents outlining the presumptive standards and calculable quantities for instream flow needs
developed by Brian Richter et al. (Attachment 3f), recommended for use by The Instream Flow Council
(Annear 2004), and outlined in the USFWS Planning Aid Letters provided to the Corps. The need to
mimic the natural flow regime, and to limit alteration thereto, is clearly described in these and other
literature. The Corps (and its contractors) with the responsibility to meet the Fish and Wildlife
Conservation authorized purpose should be well-versed in the determination of the flow needs for
systems such as the Apalachicola or should defer to experts in the instream flow field. Documentation
of flow alteration due to climate change should be included as a high priority for research for the ACF
Basin.

A comprehensive study of instream flow needs should be undertaken to establish the natural flow
regime requirements for Apalachicola River, Floodplain, and Bay before any re-allocation of water is
undertaken.

5c. The Unimpaired Flow Database (UIF) is not scientifically valid.

The Unimpaired Flow Database (UIF) and Basin Inflow calculation were not updated. Because the
original calculations were based upon insufficient and/or invalid data, evaluations based on these data
are necessarily inaccurate. Modeling investigations should explore why the UIF flows data being used
by the Corps in the lower Flint River Basin are very close to the current USGS observed flows. Given
the known volume of depletions in that region, these figures MUST differ substantially. The similarity
of these two flow data sets clearly show that the large depletions of flow from municipal and industrial
use, agricultural irrigation and evaporation in the Flint River Basin are not accurately represented in the

F

G

H

Response to ACF187 – Apalachicola RiverKeeper

F. The purposes of the Master WCM update and WSSA (appendix B in the EIS) are to determine how the federal

projects in the basin should be operated for their authorized purposes, in light of current conditions and

applicable laws, and to assess the extent to which reservoir storage at Lake Lanier can be made available to

meet current and future water supply needs for Metro Atlanta. In the WCM update process, balancing project

operations to fulfill all authorized purposes, while evaluating impacts to the environment was a top priority. The

analysis in the EIS demonstrates that the PAA would result in little to no change in flow and water quality

conditions in the Apalachicola River and Bay and, consequently, that there would be little to no effect on

biological and other resources in the river and bay. The authorized purposes of the federal ACF system do not

include a specific directive to provide freshwater inflows to Apalachicola Bay to sustain the resources of the bay.

Additionally, the PAA includes measures necessary to address the adverse effects of project operations on

federally listed endangered or threatened species downstream of Jim Woodruff Lock and Dam. USACE consulted

on the PAA and the results are presented in appendix J of the final EIS. In the biological opinion the USFWS

concluded that effects to estuarine invertebrate production are insignificant because the PAA provides slightly

beneficial effects from increasing the number of freshwater pulses and increasing the number of days greater

than or equal to 16,200 cfs in the winter. USFWS also anticipate only minor changes in salinity regimes and

estuarine habitat due to the WCM.

G. The PAA has been evaluated for adaptation to climate change in compliance with current USACE regulations.

Under section 7 of the Endangered Species Act, USACE consulted with the USFWS regarding the effects of

existing operations at Jim Woodruff Lock and Dam and releases to the Apalachicola River on federally listed

threatened and endangered species and federally designated critical habitat. Those consultations developed

minimum flow provisions for Jim Woodruff Lock and Dam as part of the overall plan established to avoid and

minimize impacts on the listed species. Marine life in Apalachicola Bay could incidentally benefit from the

minimum releases, but USACE is not authorized to and does not make releases from its reservoirs specifically in

support of Apalachicola Bay. The recommended comprehensive study is outside the scope of the Master WCM

update.

H. According to the Unimpaired Flow Report in Volume I: Surface Water Availability of USACE’s 1997 ACT/ACF

Comprehensive Water Resources Study, as with all data sets, development of this data set involved various

assumptions and approximations. The analyst must consider those items and judge their effect on any analysis

employing the unimpaired flows. Use of the data should be carefully evaluated based on the methods,

assumptions, and data irregularities described in the report. Missing data fill-in, correlations, net evaporation

calculations, channel routings, withdrawals and returns, leakages, and flow smoothing are some of the many

factors considered before using these data. A comparison of the observed and unimpaired flow of the lower

Flint River U.S. Geological Survey gages at Albany, Newton, and Bainbridge indicates that the August 2011

unimpaired flow of 590 cfs, 680 cfs, and 1,160 cfs, respectively, is greater than observed. That would indicate

that flows have been adjusted to account for consumptive water use during the irrigation period. The

unimpaired flow data set has been updated for the period 1939-2011, and documentation has been included in

appendix O of the final EIS.

During section 7 consultation with USFWS, USACE evaluated a revision to basin inflow that would account for

water use consumption. A near-real-time basinwide water use reporting scheme is required to implement.

Presently, USACE receives the actual water use data upon request. The data typically lag 1–2 years behind the

current year. Until the states implement a real-time water use reporting requirement associated with

withdrawal and discharge permits, USACE will continue using the current basin inflow computation method.
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UIF data set. This inaccuracy completely discredits the evaluations of alternatives and most modeling
exercises undertaken by the Corps, by making it appear that less water would have been flowing in the
Apalachicola portion of the system in pre-developed times represented by the UIF data set. These
inaccuracies have led the Corps to consider the flows currently being released during droughts to the
Apalachicola are the same or close to natural flows during droughts. This is false. Some of the
problems associated with the UIF were outlined in the Draft UIF Report by GWRI/GT, 2012. This
document was released to the Corps for review.

The methods used by the Corps to calculate basin inflow provide for reducing flows more often and
earlier as water consumption increases, placing the burden of the drought operations on the Apalachicola
portion of the system, while providing water supply users with no incentive to conserve water use. The
flaw in this method of deciding to reduce flows downstream of Jim Woodruff is discussed in more detail
in Attachment 2c and 2e. A more balanced approach to curtailing water use and at the same time
reducing downstream flows for implementing drought operations will improve flow conditions in the
Apalachicola.

&-* $2435; '557036.215 and results are inconsistent with the impacts being realized in the floodplain
and estuary; and, therefore underestimate the cumulative impacts being experienced by the ecosystem
and economy due to the Corps; operations.

5d. Conclusions in the DEIS regarding Anthropogenic Impacts to Apalachicola Bay are not
supported

The DEIS surmises that Apalachicola Bay has been subjected to numerous anthropogenic impacts
including, but not limited to, sea level rise, climate change and harvesting impacts. The implication is
that these impacts are the cause for changes to conditions in the Bay. The runoff/rainfall data and
analysis provided in the DEIS appears to be intended to show changes to this relationship from
anthropogenic and other changes, but is inadequate to be evaluated or accepted. While all of these
factors and others may have an effect, the degree of the impacts being experienced in the Bay from these
and other causes is not supported by available data, nor is it included in the DEIS. Tellingly, the
predominant cause for the recent fisheries collapse has been documented as a lack of freshwater flow
(FWCC Disaster Declaration report Attachment 7a and 7b) and the referenced Apalachicola Bay
Oyster Situation Report 2013).

Sea level rise is noted in the DEIS to be 0.05 inches/year (1.27mm/year) in the climate change section.
=FGP PCAQGLK ALKAIRBCP QF?Q QFC 3LOMP\ LMCO?QGLKP& ?P MI?KKCB& TGII @C ?BCNR?QC QL F?KBIC QFC DLOCA?PQCB

climate changes. At the same time, the DEIS insinuates that the Bay condition is a lost cause due to the
suspected increase in sea level rise and/or other anthropogenic impacts. These conclusions conflict and
are not supported. According to NOAA, Apalachicola Bay has been experiencing a 1.82 mm/year rise
in sea level in the more recent past, which is the lowest rise in sea level recorded among all locations
monitored by NOAA on the Gulf and Southeastern Atlantic coasts. No effects have been documented in
Apalachicola Bay from either the rise in sea level or increased carbon. Climate-change-induced
reductions in flow that reach the level of decline being realized in the Apalachicola Basin have not been
demonstrated. There is a need to accurately assess rather than assume certain conditions exist, have
resulted in an impact, or project impacts will occur. Potential impacts to Bay salinity could be evaluated
with an appropriate hydrodynamic model such as that developed by Aris Georgakakos.

I

Response to ACF187 – Apalachicola RiverKeeper

I. USACE continues to maintain that numerous factors contribute to the variability of oyster and seafood harvests.

Potential impacts of the PAA to Apalachicola Bay salinity were modeled by a University of Florida scientist under

contract to USFWS. Freshwater inflows from the Apalachicola River were found to have no significant impact on

salinity levels. In addition, virtually no differences were noted in river flows between the PAA and the NAA, as

documented in the EIS.
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Impacts due to anthropogenic activities can be considered valid after a reasonable assessment of the
conditions have been thoroughly considered. Management should continue to assess the climate
conditions and rainfall/runoff relationship that exist throughout the River, Floodplain and Bay in
order to accurately evaluate impacts and manage for change.

6. The Corps creates an environmental injustice by not recognizing the cultural aspects of the
Oystermen community

According to EPA, @'5=18654-5;*3 (<9;1+- 19 ;0- .*18 ;8-*;4-5; *5, 4-*515/.<3 15=63=-4-5; 6. *33

people regardless of race, color, national origin, or income with respect to the development,
implementation, and enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies. EPA has this goal
for all communities and persons across this Nation. It will be achieved when everyone enjoys the same
degree of protection from environmental and health hazards and equal access to the decision-making
786+-99 ;6 0*=- * 0-*3;0? -5=18654-5; 15 >01+0 ;6 31=-% 3-*85% *5, >682&A

(http://www3.epa.gov/environmentaljustice/)

In the real world, we understand Environmental Justice to mean that the communities of least resistance
are not unduly burdened by our environmental choices, which they are largely helpless to alter. In the
ACF system, the community most burdened by the current Corps operations, and which will be further
burdened by the proposed revisions, are the poor and powerless fisheries harvesters that work the Bay,
the Estuary, and the Floodplain. Their livelihoods, their culture, and their social relationships,
arrangements, and institutions depend on the ready availability of healthy organisms and other natural
products to harvest. Their very economic and cultural existence is threatened by the proposed alteration.
As noted by scholar John Moran in his comments regarding Section 6.5.8 of the DEIS:

The threat of collapse of the oyster industry is an environmental justice issue in Eastpoint,
qualifying under low-income community. The oystermen of Eastpoint and Apalachicola are
widely recognized in Florida by journalists, travel writers, authors, and social science
researchers as a distinct cultural group. This increasingly low-income, often multi-generational
population of resource users also relies on subsistence to supplement their diets. The oystermen
are facing suicide, homelessness, drug addiction, and other social ills related to resource
disaster in the Apalachicola Bay. Some of the oystermen have indigenous heritage. Other
oystermen are illiterate and have limited schooling. Professional oral historians, such as Amy
Evans for the Southern Foodways Alliance at the University of Mississippi, have documented this
unique cultural heritage, including the local invention and manufacture of tongs, the local
ecological knowledge of the community, and the transmission of this knowledge across multiple
generations, leading back to the first wave of settlers in the community. Based on my training in
5>E9A?>=5>C1< ;DBC935 <9C5A1CDA5 1C .C1>6?A4 0>9E5AB9CGHB )5@1AC=5>C ?6 '>C8A?@?<?7G$ + C5BC96G

that the oystermen population in Eastpoint is a low-income community whose economic and
social health is totally inseparable from the Apalachicola Bay. The need of their community for a
functioning estuary must be considered and assessed through an environmental justice
framework using quantitative and qualitative data at the municipal, rather than regional, level.

This lack of Environmental Justice receives no substantive consideration in the DEIS; this omission
is in clear contradiction to EPA policy, is completely unacceptable and must be rectified.
#

J

Response to ACF187 – Apalachicola RiverKeeper

J. Pertinent information from this comment has been incorporated into the environmental justice discussion in the

EIS (in sections 2.6.10 and 6.4.8). The EIS indicates that implementing the PAA would have no effect on the

Apalachicola Bay ecosystem and commercial fishing/oyster harvesting activities as compared to the NAA.

Accordingly, the PAA would not be expected to have an incremental adverse effect on the community.
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7. Summary and conclusion

The members, board, and staff of Apalachicola Riverkeeper believe that the Corps has an ethical and
legal responsibility to include a full assessment of the freshwater flow needs of the Apalachicola River,
Bay, Estuary, and Floodplain in the update of the ACF WCM. This is especially crucial and critical
given that this is the first revision since 1958, and likely the last for many years to come. Conditions
F?SC AF?KECB PR@PQ?KQG?IIV GK QFC I?PQ ,- VC?OP& ?KB TGII ALKQGKRC QL AF?KEC' =FGP J?V @C QFC 3LOMP\ I?PQ

meaningful chance to get it right, and to protect the future of our unique, and uniquely-valuable
resource. Once lost, it is unlikely ever to be recovered.

We ask that you consider the following summary (repeated from our earlier comments) in your
decisions:

The Apalachicola River, Floodplain, and Bay System is a national treasure and one of the most
productive river systems in the North America. Its significance cannot be overstated. It has been
designated as an International Biosphere Reserve by the United Nations, as a National Estuarine
Research Reserve by the United States, and as an Outstanding Florida Water by the State of Florida.
The river harbors the most diverse assemblage of freshwater fish in Florida, the largest number of
species of freshwater snails and mussels, and the largest number of endemic species in western Florida.
The river basin is home to some of the highest densities of reptile and amphibian species on the
3?>C9>5>C 1>4 C85 A9E5AHB 6<??4@<19> 2?1BCB ?>5 ?6 C85 =?BC 49E5AB5 6<??4@<19> 6?A5BCs in North America.
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Apalachicola Bay - one of the most productive estuaries in the Northern Hemisphere. The Apalachicola
Bay is home to one of the largest and most productive oyster harvesting areas in the Gulf of Mexico, one
of the principal nurseries for Gulf shrimp and blue crabs, and major commercial fishing operations.
'@1<13893?<1 (1G @A?E945B >51A<G &% @5A35>C ?6 *<?A941HB ?GBC5A 81AE5BC 1>4 ?E5A 10 percent of the
1'6.21;5 2956*4 -'48*56. The river and bay provide thousands of commercial fishing, recreational
fishing, and ecotourism jobs. These jobs form the cornerstone of the economy for the six Florida
riparian counties along the Apalachicola River.

Apalachicola Riverkeeper has repeatedly urged the Corps to develop a water management regime for the
ACF system that will protect and recover the ecological health of the Apalachicola River and Bay and
the entire ACF system. Fundamental to such a regime is the establishment and maintenance of the
ecological in-stream flows needed to protect and restore the chemical, physical, and biological integrity
of the ACF Rivers and the species that depend on them. We respectfully urge you to institute the
assessments and considerations outlined above to ensure that this happens. Without the protection
of these flows, the Florida citizens' livelihoods, cultural heritage and communities with economies
that depend on the functioning of these natural systems will be lost.

*Apalachicola Riverkeeper is also submitting a separate set of additional comments that are signed jointly by Apalachicola
Riverkeeper, National Wildlife Federation, Florida Wildlife Federation, and 1000 Friends of Florida. These group comments
are in addition to the comments provided in this document.

K

Response to ACF187 – Apalachicola RiverKeeper

K. The purposes of the Master WCM update and WSSA (appendix B in the EIS) are to determine how the federal

projects in the basin should be operated for their authorized purposes, in light of current conditions and

applicable laws, and to assess the extent to which reservoir storage at Lake Lanier can be made available to

meet current and future water supply needs for Metro Atlanta. In the WCM update process, balancing project

operations to fulfill all authorized purposes, while evaluating impacts to the environment was a top priority. The

analysis in the EIS demonstrates that the PAA would result in little to no change in flow and water quality

conditions in the Apalachicola River and Bay and, consequently, that there would be little to no effect on

biological and other resources in the river and bay. The authorized purposes of the federal ACF system do not

include a specific directive to provide freshwater inflows to Apalachicola Bay to sustain the resources of the bay.

Additionally, the PAA includes measures necessary to address the adverse effects of project operations on

federally listed endangered or threatened species downstream of Jim Woodruff Lock and Dam. USACE

addressed and considered all data and information provided by the Apalachicola Riverkeeper and other

commenters. USACE consulted on the PAA and the results are presented in appendix J of the final EIS. In the

biological opinion the USFWS concluded that effects to estuarine invertebrate production are insignificant

because the PAA provides slightly beneficial effects from increasing the number of freshwater pulses and

increasing the number of days greater than or equal to 16,200 cfs in the winter. USFWS also anticipate only

minor changes in salinity regimes and estuarine habitat due to the WCM.
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Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments. We look forward to working with the Corps to
accomplish a WCM that we can all live with.

Sincerely,

Dan Tonsmeire
Riverkeeper

Cc:
The Honorable Jo-Ellen Darcy, Assistant Secretary of the Army (Civil Works)
Lieutenant General Thomas P. Bostick, USACE Commander General and Chief of Engineers
Major General Ed Jackson, USACE Deputy Commanding General for Civil Works and Emergency
Operations
Brigadier General David Turner, USACE Commander, South Atlantic Division
Office of General Counsel, USACE
The Honorable Christy Goldfuss& 3F?GO& ;OCPGBCKQ\P 3LRncil on Environmental Quality
The Honorable Gina McCarthy, Administrator, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
The Honorable Dr. Kathryn Sullivan, Secretary, U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA)
The Honorable U.S. Senator Bill Nelson - Florida
The Honorable U.S. Senator Marco Rubio X Florida
The Honorable U.S. Representative Gwen Graham X Florida District 2
The Honorable Governor Rick Scott - Florida
The Honerable Bill Montford, Florida State Senator
The Honorable Brad Drake, Florida State Representative
The Honorable Halsey Beshears, Florida State Representative
Jon Steverson, Secretary, Florida Department of Environmental Protection
Nick Wiley, Director, Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
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Response to ACF188 – EPA

A. Updating WCMs for projects is an inherent USACE function. It is important to distinguish that the Savannah River

basin comprehensive study, Savannah Harbor expansion project, and Everglades restoration project were

feasibility studies. The Master WCM update is not a study and is only a change to operation of existing

constructed projects. During the past 26 years USACE has attempted to update its WCMs for the ACF Basin.

During that time, USACE has participated in interagency working groups, comprehensive studies, interstate

compacts, settlement discussions, meetings between state governors, litigation, and negotiations led by the U.S.

Secretary of the Interior. EPA and USFWS were involved in several of those cooperative efforts. USACE has

addressed EPA’s comments as well as the comments of other agencies and stakeholders in its efforts to update

the WCMs, but does not think another attempt at an interagency working group is needed or that it would

improve the current process. USACE may consider interagency working groups on future studies.
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Response to ACF188 – EPA

B. The revised population growth and water demand numbers are included in the final EIS. Unfortunately, the

numbers were not available before publication of the draft EIS. USACE reviewed the scoping comments and

created an alternatives array for consideration. Water quality and recreation were given equal consideration

with other authorized purposes in ranking alternatives and determining a preferred alternative. Threatened and

endangered species is not an authorized purpose for the ACF Basin, but USACE operates to meet the

requirements of the Endangered Species Act (ESA). USACE has operated under a biological opinion for

threatened and endangered species in the ACF Basin for almost a decade. USFWS, the agency responsible for

overseeing the majority of species in the basin, has not voiced any concerns regarding the impacts to those

species under the PAA. Further, USACE consulted with USFWS under the ESA regarding the PAA before

producing a final EIS. The biological opinion is included in appendix J.

C. USACE added information to the final EIS regarding NPDES permit and potential impacts in a qualitative manner.

However, NPDES permit and total maximum daily loads are the responsibility of the designated state agency

under the Clean Water Act. Changes in the water management operations will not cause state water quality

standards to be exceeded between water management alternatives (Alternative 1 and Alternative 7); instead

state water quality standards will be exceeded by dischargers documented in the effects between different

water supply options (Alt7I, Alt7J, Alt7K, Alt7L, and Alt7M). USACE highly recommends that EPA contact GAEPD,

the designated authority in Georgia that oversees part of the Clean Water Act, to ensure that the NPDES permits

are revised.
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Response to ACF188 – EPA

D. USACE completed the update to the WCMs for the ACF Basin in May 2015. During that process, USACE

determined that it was appropriate to consider potential new reservoirs in the system for which reservoir permit

applications had been submitted because the reservoirs were reasonably foreseeable. Designating those

reservoirs as reasonably foreseeable is not endorsement of their permitting or construction. In compliance with

NEPA and Council on Environmental Quality guidance, USACE determined it was appropriate to include those

reasonably foreseeable projects to capture all potential impacts. In the ACF Basin update, USACE committed to

analyzing Georgia’s water supply request. Because the request included Glades Reservoir, USACE included

analysis of the reservoir in its draft EIS. If the reservoir projects are not built, which will result in less impact to

the ACF Basin. Under NEPA, that is acceptable. In accordance with the GAEPD letter dated January 29, 2016, Hall

County’s certification of need for water supply from Glades Reservoir has been rescinded. Accordingly, USACE

revised the water supply options presented in the final EIS to exclude Glades Reservoir as a reasonably

foreseeable action with regard to water supply. To provide the public with information on all potential impacts,

USACE also intends to analyze the impacts of the entire amount of Georgia’s water supply request coming out of

Lake Lanier. USACE believes that the draft EIS fully evaluates the consequences of the PAA. The final EIS,

however, includes additional analysis of impacts. Further, the permit application for the Bear Creek Reservoir

project was withdrawn by the applicant by letter dated September 8, 2015. Bear Creek Reservoir has been

deleted from the HEC-ResSim model for the analysis presented in the final EIS.
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Response to ACF188 – EPA

E. Formulation of water management alternatives in phase 1 was based on withdrawals from Lake Lanier limited to

20 mgd (relocation contracts). The rationale for that approach is explained on pages 4-1 and 4-2 of the EIS.

USACE continues to believe that the stated rationale is valid. There appears to be some confusion in

distinguishing between the NAA and the Future without Project Condition Alternative. As required by NEPA, the

NAA represents what is currently occurring in the system regardless of whether it is authorized. The NAA

includes 277 mgd released for downstream withdrawals for Metro Atlanta (which, as noted below, is

authorized) and 128 mgd withdrawn for water supply from Lake Lanier directly (which has not been authorized).

As stated in its notice of intent, the purposes of the EIS for the Master WCM update and WSSA (appendix B in

the EIS) are to determine how the federal projects in the ACF Basin should be operated for their authorized

purposes, in light of current conditions and applicable laws, and to assess the extent to which reservoir storage

at Lake Lanier can be made available to meet current and future water supply needs for Metro Atlanta.

Therefore, USACE started with the existing water management measures, then used modeling, public comment,

and experience to improve those measures to develop a proposed water management alternative. After

developing the proposed water management alternative, USACE then examined water supply under two

separate authorities: the River and Harbor Act of 1946—which authorized the construction of Lake Lanier and

the ACF Basin—and the Water Supply Act of 1958 (WSA)—a discretionary authority under which storage in

completed USACE reservoirs may be reallocated to municipal and industrial water supply. As part of its water

supply request, the State of Georgia requested additional releases from Lake Lanier for water supply

withdrawals for Metro Atlanta. Therefore, USACE modeled an increase from 277 mgd to 379 mgd for

downstream water supply for Metro Atlanta. After determining the downstream releases and capturing those,

USACE then examined withdrawals directly from the reservoir and reallocation of storage in Lake Lanier under

the WSA. The analysis required under the WSA involves comparing the impacts associated with authorized

withdrawals of 20 mgd for the relocation contracts (the Future without Project Condition Alternative) and the

impacts associated with the proposed reallocation to determine if the considered reallocation would have a

serious effect on other authorized project purposes. USACE has provided a better explanation in the graphs in

the final EIS. The final EIS also considers amounts being withdrawn from Lake Lanier ranging from 128 mgd

(current withdrawals) to 242 mgd (Georgia’s 2015 request).
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Response to ACF188 – EPA
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G

Response to ACF188 – EPA

F. USACE does not prioritize one authorized purpose over another. Therefore, creating an alternative that is not

reasonably foreseeable nor authorized would add no value to the EIS. Furthermore, USACE does not have a

congressionally authorized purpose to provide releases for downstream recreation. Any benefit to downstream

recreation is an incidental effect from operating for congressionally authorized purposes.

G. Peaking hydropower is a congressionally authorized project purpose for the Buford Dam. USACE has attempted

to update its WCMs on the ACF system for the past 26 years. During that 26-year period, despite comprehensive

studies, proposed interstate compacts, countless rounds of litigation, and extensive negotiation and mediation,

Congress has declined to get involved. The Master WCM update process is not a feasibility study and, therefore,

is not the appropriate vehicle to consider deauthorizing peaking hydropower. Based in part on this quarter

century record of inactivity, USACE found that it is unreasonable to expect Congress to deauthorize peaking

power at Buford. NEPA requires USACE to look only at actions outside of this authority that are reasonable.

Ending peaking power at the Buford Dam is not reasonable in this case. USACE notes that EPA cites actions

under the Federal Power Act, but is unaware of any times peaking power was deauthorized at an USACE facility.
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Response to ACF188 – EPA

H. USACE examined an alternative with total amount of water in Georgia’s water supply request coming directly

from Lake Lanier in the final EIS. That alternative includes water supply projections based upon updated

population numbers.
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Response to ACF188 – EPA

I. USACE has coordinated with the appropriate state and federal resource agencies as required pursuant to NEPA,

the Coastal Zone Management Act, the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act, the Endangered Species Act, and all

other applicable laws. USACE has considered all comments submitted by stakeholders and agencies.

J. The metrics utilized in the fish and wildlife conservation ranking included endangered species considerations.

USACE ensures that it met its water quality responsibilities at Buford Dam, Peachtree Creek, and West Point

Dam, and below its projects for all alternatives. It is important to note that USACE considered flood risk

management in formulating all alternatives the same way that it considered water quality.

K. As discussed previously, water quality was considered as a management measure in ranking all alternatives.

Protection of threatened and endangered species is not an authorized purpose for the ACF Basin, as previously

discussed. USACE made sure that the 2012 Revised Interim Operations Plan biological opinion’s level of

operations for threatened and endangered species protection was contained in all alternatives. As shown on

section 4.1.2 of the final EIS, measures for water quality control (flows at Peachtree Creek) and for threatened

and endangered species protection were identified and considered. USACE respectfully points out that

Apalachicola Bay is not within the federal authorized project. Therefore, while impacts to the bay are

documented in the EIS, USACE does not have authority to operate for fish and wildlife conservation in the

Apalachicola Bay. USACE coordinated with the USFWS under the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act and received

suggestions from the state fish and wildlife agencies in developing management measures for operation of the

ACF Basin. USACE also consulted with the USFWS under section 7 of the Endangered Species Act and the

resulting biological opinion along with discussion of that consultation process are included in appendix J of the

final EIS. USACE is not authorized or required to protect designated uses of river reaches throughout the ACF

Basin.
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Response to ACF188 – EPA
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Response to ACF188 – EPA

L. The HEC-5Q model developed for the ACF Basin allows USACE to compare alternatives throughout the entire

system. Site-specific models developed for nutrient criteria and total maximum daily loads (TMDLs) would

instead require an evaluation of effects on a project-by-project basis. Section 6.1.2 of the EIS reviews how

various alternatives affect state water quality standards. The EIS was updated to more explicitly define where

changes to existing TMDLs might be necessary. Those changes would need to be performed by agencies with the

regulatory authorities responsible for defining TMDLs (EPA and states). The assimilative capacity of a water body

defined by a TMDL is based on state water quality standards. Therefore, by reviewing where violations of the

water quality standards might occur in each alternative that do not occur in the NAA, USACE does consider

effects to existing TMDLs. Further, it is EPA and state responsibility to define NPDES permits. USACE considered

point source loads and comparison of water management alternatives (Alternative 1 and Alternative 7) to allow

those agencies to decipher the influence of water management activities versus the effects of return loads from

NPDES permittees.
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Response to ACF188 – EPA
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Response to ACF188 – EPA

M. The EIS has evaluated each alternatives’ potential impacts on the relevant water quality standards (DO,
chlorophyll a, temperature, etc.). By evaluating the standards, the effects on designated uses are also evaluated.
A figure was added to section 2 to illustrate the designated uses in the ACF Basin.

N. The ACF Basin was authorized in the 1946 River and Harbor Act as a multipurpose system. One of the authorized
purposes was flood control. The terminology has changed since 1946—with flood control now being classified as
flood risk management—but the purpose of the authorization remains the same: Use the storage at the
reservoirs in the ACF Basin to capture high rain events and release the water in a carefully regulated manner to
minimize flooding. To be effective, this requires that USACE retains water in the reservoirs and releases them
gradually. Natural flows or run of the river operations as suggested by EPA would nullify the congressional intent
when authorizing the ACF Basin project and increase the likelihood of downstream flooding throughout the
system. Congress intended and authorized the ACF Basin to be a regulated system; it authorized the
construction of multipurpose USACE reservoirs for the purposes of flood control, navigation, hydropower,
recreation, water quality, water supply, and fish and wildlife conservation. USACE makes continuous releases
from the Buford, West Point, and Jim Woodruff projects for water quality control and to support aquatic
conditions for fish and wildlife conservation and endangered species protection in the basin. The constant
releases were designed to be made through hydropower generators (house units); the other releases from the
reservoir were designed to be made through peaking generation units for hydropower production. Components
of the USFWS recommended system operation were included in the alternative formulation process as water
management measures (section 4.1 of the EIS). Measures that passed the screening processes were combined
into alternatives for consideration (section 4.1.4 of the EIS). Consequently, USFWS recommendations were
considered in the selection of the PAA.

During the past 26 years, USACE has participated in interagency working groups, comprehensive studies,
interstate compacts, settlement discussions, meetings between state governors, litigation, and negotiations led
by the U.S. Secretary of the Interior. EPA and USFWS were involved in several of these cooperative efforts.
USACE has addressed EPA's comments as well as the comments of other agencies and stakeholders in its efforts
to update the WCMs, but USACE does not think another attempt at an interagency working group is needed or
that it would improve the current process. USACE may consider interagency working groups on future studies.
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Response to ACF188 – EPA

O. The final EIS uses the more recent information on NPDES permittees. The rationale for considering a seasonal
flow at Peachtree Creek (750 cfs from May–October and 650 cfs from November–April) is explained in section 4
of the draft EIS. The final EIS contains additional discussion of potential flow levels and GaEPD’s potential need
to reevaluate NPDES permit and total maximum daily loads.
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Response to ACF188 – EPA

P. Section 6.1.2 of the EIS presents the effects various alternatives have on state water quality standards. The EIS

was updated to more explicitly define where changes to existing total maximum daily loads (TMDLs) might be

necessary. Those changes would need to be made by agencies with the regulatory authorities responsible for

defining TMDLs (i.e., EPA and the states). The assimilative capacity of a water body defined by a TMDL is based

on state water quality standards; therefore, by reviewing where violations of the water quality standards could

occur in each alternative that do not occur in the NAA, USACE does consider effects to existing TMDLs. It is the

responsibility of EPA and the states to define NPDES permits and issue surface water withdrawal permits. USACE

considered point source loads and the proposed water supply withdrawal options. The comparison of water

management alternatives (Alternative 1 and Alternative 7) and water supply options (Alt7I, Alt7J, Alt7K, Alt7L,

and Alt7M) allows those agencies to decipher the influence of water management activities versus the effects of

return loads from NPDES permittees.

Q. The draft EIS considered several measures, other than reallocation for Lake Lanier, that could provide water

supply to communities currently withdrawing water from Lake Lanier (see draft EIS sections 5.1.2 and 5.1.3),

including Glades Reservoir and new surface water sources. The GAEPD letter dated January 29, 2016, stated that

Hall County’s certification of need for water supply from Glades Reservoir has been rescinded. Accordingly,

USACE has revised the water supply options presented in the final EIS to exclude Glades Reservoir as a

reasonably foreseeable action with regard to water supply. While Glades Reservoir was carried over in the final

EIS to show continuity, no alternatives except the previous PAA in the draft EIS include Glades.
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Response to ACF188 – EPA

R. The EIS considered several measures, other than reallocation for Lake Lanier, that could provide water supply to

communities currently withdrawing water from Lake Lanier (see EIS sections 5.1.2 and 5.1.3), including Glades

Reservoir and new surface water sources. The GAEPD letter dated January 29, 2016, stated that Hall County’s

certification of need for water supply from Glades Reservoir has been rescinded. Accordingly, USACE has revised

the water supply options presented in the final EIS to exclude Glades Reservoir as a reasonably foreseeable

action with regard to water supply. While Glades Reservoir was carried over in the final EIS to show continuity,

no alternatives except the previous PAA in the draft EIS include Glades.

S. Navigation is an authorized project purpose for the ACF system. As the result of a change in hydrology and the

lack of dredging in the Apalachicola River, USACE is not able to maintain a 9-ft. channel in the river as intended

in the original congressional authorization. USACE modeling maintained a 9-ft. channel in this reach of the river

all year, and model results show that it could not be done even if the reservoirs were completely drained.

Therefore, USACE solicited input from the navigation interests in the basin. Those stakeholders submitted

comments in both the scoping and the draft EIS phases. The comments and stakeholder identities are included

in the EIS. Based on those comments, USACE discovered that there was a desire and need for a 7-ft seasonal

channel. USACE can provide a 7-ft channel 4–5 months of the year during most years of record under the

operations system contained in the updated WCMs. Regardless of whether it is a low-use system, navigation

remains a project purpose authorized by Congress and USACE must provide for navigation on the Apalachicola

River to the extent possible, while balancing all authorized purposes. The circumstances for which USACE was

denied a water quality certification from the State of Florida can be found in section 2.1.1.2.4.3 of the final EIS.
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Response to ACF188 – EPA

T. The revised population growth and water demand numbers were included in the final EIS. Unfortunately, the

numbers were not available before publication of the draft EIS. The PAA in the final EIS was based on the

updated numbers.

U. Figure 5.4-1 in section 5 of the EIS presents the action zones at Lake Lanier that are included in the PAA. The
development of those action zones is explained in section 4.1.2.2.2.2 of the draft EIS. Section 7-03 of the
drought contingency plan included as an exhibit to the WCMs in appendix A of the EIS provides details on the
proposed use of the inactive storage in the Buford, West Point, and Walter F. George reservoirs in the event that
system conservation storage is fully used. The system is managed to rely on releases from Buford Dam and Lake
Lanier once conservation storage from the West Point and Walter F. George reservoirs has been completely
used. When Buford’s conservation storage also is completely used, authorized project purposes can no longer
be met at the designed levels. When the remaining composite conservation storage is about 10 percent of the
total capacity, additional emergency actions might be necessary and the extreme drought conditions operations
will be initiated. The inactive storage action zones are designed to maintain a continuously balanced system
operation to meet public health and safety while maintaining the structural integrity of the projects. The
emergency operation will include coordination with stakeholders to meet critical water use needs.

V. Downstream recreation is not a congressionally authorized project purpose for the ACF Basin or the Buford

project. To the extent that it can be captured or teased out with existing information, however, the final EIS

contains economic impacts to downstream recreation from the alternatives. Optimum flow regimes for the

Chattahoochee River National Recreation Area are displayed in Table 6.1-7 of the final EIS. Those flow regimes

were developed as part of the MAAWRS in the 1980s. In 2000, CH2M Hill developed a recreational flow

preference for the NPS that was similar to the previous effort. Riverine flows are evaluated in various reaches

between Buford Dam and West Point Dam and also in the middle and lower Chattahoochee River. Figure 6.1-24

in the final EIS displays flows of the NAA and PAA below Buford DAM. Flows exceeded 1,000 cfs approximately

75 percent of the time under the NAA compared to 73 percent of the time under the PAA. For higher flows that

would support kayaking (6,000 cfs), there was a negligible difference between the NAA and the PAA over the

period of record. Given the minimal-to-negligible difference in flows between the NAA and the PAA, any

economic impacts would likely be the same.
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Response to ACF188 – EPA

W. Greenhouse gas emissions are discussed, as appropriate, in section 6.8 of the EIS.

X. After the draft EIS was made available for public commit, Georgia rescinded the certification of need for Glades

Reservoir. It is now not reasonably foreseeable that Glades Reservoir will be permitted and built. Therefore,

USACE conducted additional modeling for the final EIS and developed additional alternatives to include the

entire amount of Georgia’s water supply request coming directly from Lake Lanier. To the extent that Glades

Reservoir is maintained in some of the alternatives in the final EIS, only for consistency between versions, USACE

provided additional discussion on the assumptions that were used for the modeling. The modeling for the

Glades Reservoir permit application is a separate and distinct action and any information associated with that

action should be requested from USACE, Savannah District.
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Response to ACF188 – EPA

Y. As part of USACE coordination with the USFWS under the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act, USFWS performed

salinity modeling for Apalachicola Bay. The results of that modeling are included in the final EIS as an appendix

to the USFWS’s draft Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act report in appendix J of the EIS. USACE also worked

closely with the USFWS on endangered species in the ACF Basin in the developing the interim operating plan

(IOP), revised IOP, and modified IOP. Our 15-plus-year partnership has provided valuable information on how to

operate the system in compliance with the Endangered Species Act (ESA). In devising alternatives, USACE

incorporated several USFWS suggested measures and maintained at least the current level of operations for

protecting threatened and endangered species in the ACF Basin in each alternative. Those measures are

discussed in section 4.1.2.8 of the EIS. USACE consulted USFWS under the ESA on the PAA, submitted a

biological assessment, and accepted a biological opinion. USACE will comply with the provisions of the biological

opinion, which is included in the final EIS in appendix J. In evaluating all alternatives, USACE made sure that its

water quality responsibilities at Buford Dam, Peachtree Creek, West Point Dam, and below its projects are met.
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Response to ACF188 – EPA

Z. Section 3.2 of the EIS includes the following statement: “The Mobile District continually reviews the WCM as
needed to ensure that the best use is made of available water resources.” In addition, the section refers to
USACE, South Atlantic Division Regulation No. RBT-2 (Water Control Management in South Atlantic Division
[2010]), which mandates that “at a minimum, Districts should review their water control manuals/plans every 5
years.” Those reviews provide the basis for determining whether formal updates are needed and include any
formal or informal input received from agencies and stakeholders. The process for future WCM updates would
include appropriate technical analysis, public involvement, and environmental compliance activities. If, at some
point in the future, the states of Georgia, Alabama, and Florida develop an interstate agreement or compact for
managing the waters of the ACF Basin, future WCM updates would be coordinated in accordance with
established USACE regulations.

Updating WCMs for projects is an inherent USACE function. It is important to distinguish that the Savannah
Harbor expansion project and the Everglades restoration project were feasibility studies and that the Master
WCM update is not a study, but only a change to operation of existing constructed projects. During the past 26
years USACE has attempted to update its WCMs for the ACF Basin. During that time, USACE has participated in
interagency working groups, comprehensive studies, interstate compacts, settlement discussions, meetings
between state governors, litigation, and negotiations led by the U.S. Secretary of the Interior. EPA and USFWS
were involved in several of those cooperative efforts. USACE has addressed EPA’s comments as well as the
comments of other agencies and stakeholders in its efforts to update the WCMs, but does not think another
attempt at an interagency working group is needed or that it would improve the current process. USACE may
consider interagency working groups on future studies.

USACE reviewed all of the information provided during the extended comment period and requested any
additional modeling results that EPA has done on the system. USACE addressed and considered all additional
information that EPA provided. USACE also used its peer reviewed and approved basinwide model for evaluating
water quality impacts.
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From: Blalock, Tanya D.

Sent: Monday, February 01, 2016 1:42 PM

To: ACF-WCM

Subject: [EXTERNAL] Georgia Power Comments on Draft ACF Water Control Manual

Attachments: Ga Power Draft Comments ACF Water Control Manual 020116.pdf

Importance: High

Follow Up Flag: Follow up

Flag Status: Flagged

Please accept the attached comments on the Draft ACF Water Control Manual. A copy of these comments was also sent
by overnight mail.

Thanks,
Tanya Blalock
Georgia Power
Environmental Affairs General Manager
Water, Land and Biological Services

Viwtsrwi xs EGJ4<= � Kisvkme Ts{iv Gsqter}
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Viwtsrwi xs EGJ4<= � Kisvkme Ts{iv Gsqter}

E1 Xli tyvtswi sj xli IMW mw xs wyttsvx xli ythexi xs xli Qewxiv [GQ mr hixivqmrmrk ls{ xli YWEGI tvsnigxw mr

xli EGJ Fewmr wlsyph fi stivexih jsv xlimv eyxlsvm~ih tyvtswiw/ mr pmklx sj gyvvirx gsrhmxmsrw erh ettpmgefpi

pe{w/ erh xs mqtpiqirx xlswi stivexmsrw xlvsykl ythexih {exiv gsrxvsp tperw erh qeryepw1 Figeywi sj xli

44xl Gmvgymx Gsyvx vypmrk sj Nyri 5344 erh xli YWEGI pikep stmrmsr mr 5345/ ythexmrk xli {exiv gsrxvsp tperw erh

qeryepw mrgpyhiw qeomrk e higmwmsr sr Kisvkme�w {exiv wyttp} viuyiwx1 Eggsvhmrkp}/ xli IMW gsrwmhivw rsx srp}

stivexmsrw jsv epp eyxlsvm~ih tyvtswiw/ fyx epws er i|terhih verki sj {exiv wyttp} epxivrexmziw ewwsgmexih {mxl

xli Fyjsvh Heq2Peoi Permiv tvsnigx/ mrgpyhmrk gyvvirx pizipw sj {exiv wyttp} {mxlhve{epw erh ehhmxmsrep

eqsyrxw jvsq Peoi Permiv erh hs{rwxvieq jsv Qixvs Experxe xlex Kisvkme viuyiwxih mr 53481 Jsvigewxmrk {exiv

hiqerhw jsv tevxw sj xli EGJ Fewmr sxliv xler Qixvs Experxe mw syxwmhi xli wgsti sj Qewxiv [GQ ythexi

tvsgiww erh xlmw IMW1
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From: Peter Savitz

Sent: Friday, January 29, 2016 10:31 AM

To: ACF-WCM

Cc:

Subject: [EXTERNAL] Water Control Manual comments

Commander, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

I am writing today as a concerned Lake Lanier land owner.

I am urging the Corps to revise the navigation plan to avoid the severe impact to the Lake that the proposed plan
will have on Lanier's water levels. Further I would urge the Corps to incorporate rigorous drought prediction
that will trigger changes in the reservoir operations to preserve lake levels during drought periods.

In addition I would hope that the Corps would manage the reservoirs to retain maximum storage levels in the
reservoirs so that drought conditions will not have the devastating impact that was experienced in December of
2007.

I also would request that the Corps study, model, and plan for the possibility of raising the Lake Lanier full pool
level to 1073. This could add significant water storage capacity and help prevent draught issues in the future
and provide more water for downstream uses.

Thanks for considering these concerns.

Margo and Peter Savitz

A

B

C

Viwtsrwi xs EGJ4=3 � Qevks erh Tixiv Wezmx~

E1 Rezmkexmsr mw sri sj wizivep tvsnigx tyvtswiw jsv {lmgl Gsrkviww eyxlsvm~ih xli EGJ Fewmr tvsnigx/ erh YWEGI

gsrwmhivw xlex tyvtswi epsrk {mxl epp sxliv eyxlsvm~ih tyvtswiw {lir qeomrk stivexmsrep higmwmsrw1

Yrhiv xli hvsyklx stivexmsrw tvszmwmsrw mr xli TEE/ YWEGI {syph qsvi tvsegxmzip} qereki {exiv viwsyvgiw mr

xli viwivzsmvw ew hvmiv gsrhmxmsrw iqivki mr xli fewmr1 Mr xli ievp} wxekiw sj hvsyklx stivexmsrw/ xli {exiv

qerekiqirx gsrwxvemrxw sr xli tvsnigxw {syph fi wyfxpi erh xli ijjigxw mr xli w}wxiq fevip} rsxmgiefpi1

Stivexmsrw {syph figsqi tvskviwwmzip} qsvi gsrwxvemrih ew hvsyklx gsrhmxmsrw figsqi qsvi wizivi1

Gsrwivzmrk wxsveki mr xlex {e} {syph irefpi xli tvsnigxw xs gsrxmryi qiixmrk epp eyxlsvm~ih tvsnigx tyvtswiw

erh riihw mr xli fewmr yrxmp hvsyklx gsrhmxmsrw mqtvszi erh {syph tvsqsxi jewxiv vigsziv} sj xli viwivzsmvw1

Gsqtevih xs xli hvsyklx stivexmsrw tvszmwmsrw mr xli REE/ xli tvszmwmsrw mr xli TEE {syph viwypx mr mqtvszih

gsrhmxmsrw mr Peoi Permiv yrhiv i|xviqi hvsyklx gsrhmxmsrw wygl ew sggyvvih mr 533;�533<1 Mx wlsyph fi rsxih

xlex rezmkexmsr mw rsx wyttsvxih {lir hvsyklx stivexmsrw evi mr ijjigx1

F1 Yrhiv xli hvsyklx stivexmsrw tvszmwmsrw mr xli TEE/ YWEGI {syph qsvi tvsegxmzip} qereki {exiv viwsyvgiw mr

xli viwivzsmvw ew hvmiv gsrhmxmsrw iqivki mr xli fewmr1 Mr xli ievp} wxekiw sj hvsyklx stivexmsrw/ xli {exiv

qerekiqirx gsrwxvemrxw sr xli tvsnigxw {syph fi wyfxpi erh xli ijjigxw mr xli w}wxiq fevip} rsxmgiefpi1

Stivexmsrw {syph figsqi tvskviwwmzip} qsvi gsrwxvemrih ew hvsyklx gsrhmxmsrw figsqi qsvi wizivi1

Gsrwivzmrk wxsveki mr xlex {e} {syph irefpi xli tvsnigxw xs gsrxmryi qiixmrk epp eyxlsvm~ih tvsnigx tyvtswiw

erh riihw mr xli fewmr yrxmp hvsyklx gsrhmxmsrw mqtvszi erh {syph tvsqsxi jewxiv vigsziv} sj xli viwivzsmvw1

Gsqtevih xs xli hvsyklx stivexmsrw mr xli REE/ xli tvszmwmsrw mr xli TEE {syph viwypx mr mqtvszih gsrhmxmsrw

mr Peoi Permiv yrhiv i|xviqi hvsyklx gsrhmxmsrw wygl ew sggyvvih mr 533;�533<1

G1 Ew wxexih mr wigxmsr 71414/ xli Qewxiv [GQ ythexi lew fiir gsrhygxih xs hixivqmri ls{ xli jihivep tvsnigxw

mr xli EGJ Fewmr wlsyph fi stivexih jsv xlimv eyxlsvm~ih tyvtswiw/ mr pmklx sj gyvvirx gsrhmxmsrw erh ettpmgefpi

pe{w1 Vemwmrk xli xst sj xli gsrwivzexmsr tssp ex Peoi Permiv {syph viuymvi vieppsgexmrk wxsveki jvsq xli jpssh

gsrxvsp tssp erh {syph ehzivwip} ejjigx xli pizip sj jpssh vmwo qerekiqirx tvszmhih f} xli tvsnigx1 Sri sj xli

wgviirmrk gvmxivme hiwgvmfih mr IMW wigxmsr 41717 {ew xs qemrxemr ex piewx xli gyvvirx pizip sj jpssh vmwo

qerekiqirx1 Eggsvhmrkp}/ vemwmrk xli gsrwivzexmsr tssp ex Peoi Permiv f} 5 jx {syph rsx qiix xlmw gvmxivmsr erh

{ew rsx gevvmih jsv{evh1
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Viwtsrwi xs EGJ4=4 � Xsq Feph{mr

E1 Rezmkexmsr mw sri sj wizivep tvsnigx tyvtswiw jsv {lmgl Gsrkviww eyxlsvm~ih xli EGJ Fewmr tvsnigx/ erh YWEGI

gsrwmhivw xlex tyvtswi epsrk {mxl epp sxliv eyxlsvm~ih tyvtswiw {lir qeomrk stivexmsrep higmwmsrw1

Yrhiv xli hvsyklx stivexmsrw tvszmwmsrw mr xli TEE/ YWEGI {syph qsvi tvsegxmzip} qereki {exiv viwsyvgiw mr

xli viwivzsmvw ew hvmiv gsrhmxmsrw iqivki mr xli fewmr1 Mr xli ievp} wxekiw sj hvsyklx stivexmsrw/ xli {exiv

qerekiqirx gsrwxvemrxw sr xli tvsnigxw {syph fi wyfxpi erh xli ijjigxw mr xli w}wxiq fevip} rsxmgiefpi1

Stivexmsrw {syph figsqi tvskviwwmzip} qsvi gsrwxvemrih ew hvsyklx gsrhmxmsrw figsqi qsvi wizivi1

Gsrwivzmrk wxsveki mr xlex {e} {syph irefpi xli tvsnigxw xs gsrxmryi qiixmrk epp eyxlsvm~ih tvsnigx tyvtswiw

erh riihw mr xli fewmr yrxmp hvsyklx gsrhmxmsrw mqtvszi erh {syph tvsqsxi jewxiv vigsziv} sj xli viwivzsmvw1

Gsqtevih xs xli hvsyklx stivexmsrw tvszmwmsrw mr xli REE/ xli tvszmwmsrw mr xli TEE {syph viwypx mr mqtvszih

gsrhmxmsrw mr Peoi Permiv yrhiv i|xviqi hvsyklx gsrhmxmsrw wygl ew sggyvvih mr 533;�533<1 Mx wlsyph fi rsxih

xlex rezmkexmsr mw rsx wyttsvxih {lir hvsyklx stivexmsrw evi mr ijjigx1

F1 Ew wxexih mr wigxmsr 71414/ xli Qewxiv [GQ ythexi lew fiir gsrhygxih xs hixivqmri ls{ xli jihivep tvsnigxw

mr xli EGJ Fewmr wlsyph fi stivexih jsv xlimv eyxlsvm~ih tyvtswiw/ mr pmklx sj gyvvirx gsrhmxmsrw erh ettpmgefpi

pe{w1 Vemwmrk xli xst sj xli gsrwivzexmsr tssp ex Peoi Permiv {syph viuymvi vieppsgexmrk wxsveki jvsq xli jpssh

gsrxvsp tssp erh {syph ehzivwip} ejjigx xli pizip sj jpssh vmwo qerekiqirx tvszmhih f} xli tvsnigx1 Sri sj xli

wgviirmrk gvmxivme hiwgvmfih mr IMW wigxmsr 41717 {ew xs qemrxemr ex piewx xli gyvvirx pizip sj jpssh vmwo

qerekiqirx1 Eggsvhmrkp}/ vemwmrk xli gsrwivzexmsr tssp ex Peoi Permiv f} 5 jx {syph rsx qiix xlmw gvmxivmsr erh

{ew rsx gevvmih jsv{evh1

G1 Ew wls{r mr Jmkyvi 91409 sj xli IMW/ xli TEE {syph pmoip} viwypx mr peoi pizipw ex Peoi Permiv verkmrk jvsq efsyx 5

xs 7 jx ps{iv xler xlswi jsv xli REE1 Xlex gsrhmxmsr {syph fi i|tigxih xs sggyv piww xler 5 tivgirx sj xli he}w

sziv xli irxmvi qshipih tivmsh sj vigsvh +;6 }ievw, hyvmrk xli {svwx hvsyklx gsrhmxmsrw jsv xlex tivmsh1 Xli

hmjjivirgiw {syph fi exxvmfyxefpi pevkip} xs mrgviewih {exiv wyttp} {mxlhve{epw jvsq xli peoi ew {ipp ew

mrgviewih vipiewiw jvsq Fyjsvh Heq xs qiix jyxyvi {exiv wyttp} hiqerhw jsv Qixvs Experxe ywivw +m1i1/ Gsff/

Jypxsr/ erh HiOepf gsyrxmiw erh xli Gmx} sj Experxe,1 Mx wlsyph fi rsxih xlex rezmkexmsr mw rsx wyttsvxih {lir

hvsyklx stivexmsrw evi mr ijjigx1
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From: Dan Graveline

Sent: Friday, January 29, 2016 10:29 AM

To: ACF-WCM

Subject: [EXTERNAL] Water Control Manual

Ladies & Gentlemen,

I am writing to offer my comments on the Corps' proposed new Water Control Manual for Lake Lanier. Specifically there
are four issues I believe to be of concern and merit further analysis. These are primarily concerns regarding the potential
impact of drought conditions on Lake Lanier as follows:

I am concerned the proposed navigation plan for the Chattahoochie River could have severe impact on lake levels
during severe drought periods.

I would encourage steps be taken to revise reservoir operations to maintain adequate lake levels during drought
periods.

Ideally, I would like to see the lake retain maximum storage levels in an effort to minimize the impact of droughts.

I would also encourage consideration of possibly raising Lake Lanier's full pool level to 1072 feet.

Thank you for offering an opportunity for those of us who have property on Lake Lanier and utilize the lake frequently to
offer our input as you develop your Water Control Manual for this wonderful asset.

Sincerely,

Dan Graveline

A

B

C

D

Viwtsrwi xs EGJ4=5 � Her Kvezipmri

E1 Ew wls{r mr Jmkyvi 91409 sj xli IMW/ xli TEE {syph pmoip} viwypx mr peoi pizipw ex Peoi Permiv verkmrk jvsq efsyx 5

xs 7 jx ps{iv xler xlswi jsv xli REE1 Xlex gsrhmxmsr {syph fi i|tigxih xs sggyv piww xler 5 tivgirx sj xli he}w

sziv xli irxmvi qshipih tivmsh sj vigsvh +;6 }ievw, hyvmrk xli {svwx hvsyklx gsrhmxmsrw jsv xlex tivmsh1 Xli

hmjjivirgiw {syph fi exxvmfyxefpi pevkip} xs mrgviewih {exiv wyttp} {mxlhve{epw jvsq xli peoi ew {ipp ew

mrgviewih vipiewiw jvsq Fyjsvh Heq xs qiix jyxyvi {exiv wyttp} hiqerhw jsv Qixvs Experxe ywivw +m1i1/ Gsff/

Jypxsr/ erh HiOepf gsyrxmiw erh xli Gmx} sj Experxe,1 Mx wlsyph fi rsxih xlex rezmkexmsr mw rsx wyttsvxih {lir

hvsyklx stivexmsrw evi mr ijjigx1

F1 Rezmkexmsr mw sri sj wizivep tvsnigx tyvtswiw jsv {lmgl Gsrkviww eyxlsvm~ih xli EGJ Fewmr tvsnigx/ erh YWEGI

gsrwmhivw xlex tyvtswi epsrk {mxl epp sxliv eyxlsvm~ih tyvtswiw {lir qeomrk stivexmsrep higmwmsrw1

Yrhiv xli hvsyklx stivexmsrw tvszmwmsrw mr xli TEE/ YWEGI {syph qsvi tvsegxmzip} qereki {exiv viwsyvgiw mr

xli viwivzsmvw ew hvmiv gsrhmxmsrw iqivki mr xli fewmr1 Mr xli ievp} wxekiw sj hvsyklx stivexmsrw/ xli {exiv

qerekiqirx gsrwxvemrxw sr xli tvsnigxw {syph fi wyfxpi erh xli ijjigxw mr xli w}wxiq fevip} rsxmgiefpi1

Stivexmsrw {syph figsqi tvskviwwmzip} qsvi gsrwxvemrih ew hvsyklx gsrhmxmsrw figsqi qsvi wizivi1

Gsrwivzmrk wxsveki mr xlex {e} {syph irefpi xli tvsnigxw xs gsrxmryi qiixmrk epp eyxlsvm~ih tvsnigx tyvtswiw
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Stivexmsrw {syph figsqi tvskviwwmzip} qsvi gsrwxvemrih ew hvsyklx gsrhmxmsrw figsqi qsvi wizivi1

Gsrwivzmrk wxsveki mr xlex {e} {syph irefpi xli tvsnigxw xs gsrxmryi qiixmrk epp eyxlsvm~ih tvsnigx tyvtswiw

erh riihw mr xli fewmr yrxmp hvsyklx gsrhmxmsrw mqtvszi erh {syph tvsqsxi jewxiv vigsziv} sj xli viwivzsmvw1

Gsqtevih xs xli hvsyklx stivexmsrw mr xli REE/ xli tvszmwmsrw mr xli TEE {syph viwypx mr mqtvszih gsrhmxmsrw

mr Peoi Permiv yrhiv i|xviqi hvsyklx gsrhmxmsrw wygl ew sggyvvih mr 533;�533<1
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From: David Ruppenicker

Sent: Friday, January 29, 2016 10:28 AM

To: ACF-WCM

Cc: Larson, Sally

Subject: [EXTERNAL] Water Control Manual (WCM)

Commander, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Mobile District

Attn: PD-EI (ACF-DEIS)

Dear Commander:

I am writing in response to the revised navigation plan being proposed by the Corps of Engineer’s
in the Water Control Manuel (WCM). I bought a home (primary residence) on Lake Lanier in May
of 2013. Several months later, I received a welcome letter from the Hall County Tax Assessor’s
office informing me that my annual property taxes were being raised by more than $1K. I would
have preferred an apple pie. It is my understanding that taxes on homes that do not have a dock
permit were not increased. I guess my point is that if the Corps is allowed to drop Lake Lanier by
more than 4-feet in a drought, inlets will dry up, property values on and off the lake will no doubt
decline and most, if not all of the boat ramps at the many public parks will be closed. I shutter to
think how many family businesses on the lake will be adversely affected by this proposal. As a
positive, all of this may ultimately result in lower property taxes.

It seems like a more common sense approach would be for the Corps to come up with a plan that
would effectively raise the lake level from 1071 to 1073. Permanently increasing the the level for
full pool would no doubt enable the Corps to better manage lake levels so that drought conditions
will not have the devastating impact that was experienced in December, 2007.

Maybe it is our own fault but many of my neighbors and other stakeholders were unaware of this

proposal until recently. For this reason and for the health of the lake, I am asking that the
Corps regroup and go back to the drawing board with the WCM
proposal. Thank you for your attention to these comments.

Sincerely,

David Ruppenicker
Property Owner
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From: Stuart Kyle

Sent: Friday, January 29, 2016 10:07 AM

To: ACF-WCM

Cc:

Subject: [EXTERNAL] Water Control Manual ("WCM") comment period

Dear Colonel Chytka, Commander USACE, Mobile District.

As residents on Lake Lanier, we support of the comments of the Lake Lanier Association on the subject matter.
More specifically:

the need for the Corps to:

1. Revise the navigation plan to avoid the severe impact the proposed plan will have on Lanier's water levels.
2. Incorporate rigorous drought prediction that will trigger changes in reservoir operations to preserve lake

levels during drought.
3. Manage the reservoirs to retain maximum storage levels in the reservoirs so that drought conditions will not

have the devastating impact that was experienced in December 2007.
4. Model and plan for raising Lake Lanier's full pool level to 1073.

Your respectfully,

Stuart and Karen Kyle
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Stivexmsrw {syph figsqi tvskviwwmzip} qsvi gsrwxvemrih ew hvsyklx gsrhmxmsrw figsqi qsvi wizivi1

Gsrwivzmrk wxsveki mr xlex {e} {syph irefpi xli tvsnigxw xs gsrxmryi qiixmrk epp eyxlsvm~ih tvsnigx tyvtswiw

erh riihw mr xli fewmr yrxmp hvsyklx gsrhmxmsrw mqtvszi erh {syph tvsqsxi jewxiv vigsziv} sj xli viwivzsmvw1

Gsqtevih xs xli hvsyklx stivexmsrw tvszmwmsrw mr xli REE/ xli tvszmwmsrw mr xli TEE {syph viwypx mr mqtvszih
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Gsrwivzmrk wxsveki mr xlex {e} {syph irefpi xli tvsnigxw xs gsrxmryi qiixmrk epp eyxlsvm~ih tvsnigx tyvtswiw

erh riihw mr xli fewmr yrxmp hvsyklx gsrhmxmsrw mqtvszi erh {syph tvsqsxi jewxiv vigsziv} sj xli viwivzsmvw1

Gsqtevih xs xli hvsyklx stivexmsrw mr xli REE/ xli tvszmwmsrw mr xli TEE {syph viwypx mr mqtvszih gsrhmxmsrw

mr Peoi Permiv yrhiv i|xviqi hvsyklx gsrhmxmsrw wygl ew sggyvvih mr 533;�533<1
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mr xli EGJ Fewmr wlsyph fi stivexih jsv xlimv eyxlsvm~ih tyvtswiw/ mr pmklx sj gyvvirx gsrhmxmsrw erh ettpmgefpi

pe{w1 Vemwmrk xli xst sj xli gsrwivzexmsr tssp ex Peoi Permiv {syph viuymvi vieppsgexmrk wxsveki jvsq xli jpssh

gsrxvsp tssp erh {syph ehzivwip} ejjigx xli pizip sj jpssh vmwo qerekiqirx tvszmhih f} xli tvsnigx1 Sri sj xli

wgviirmrk gvmxivme hiwgvmfih mr IMW wigxmsr 41717 {ew xs qemrxemr ex piewx xli gyvvirx pizip sj jpssh vmwo

qerekiqirx1 Eggsvhmrkp}/ vemwmrk xli gsrwivzexmsr tssp ex Peoi Permiv f} 5 jx {syph rsx qiix xlmw gvmxivmsr erh

{ew rsx gevvmih jsv{evh1
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From: Aderholt, Tim

Sent: Friday, January 29, 2016 9:57 AM

To: ACF-WCM

Subject: [EXTERNAL] Comments of the Corps Proposed Navigation Plan for Lake Lanier

I am a business owner in Gainesville Ga. Lake Lanier is of vital importance to the economy of our region. In addition to
being a business owner, I am an avid boater. I have a houseboat and 2 smaller boats. I spend a large amount of money
each year recreating on Lake Lanier. The health of the Lake is of vital importance to me and my family as well as my
employees and customers. Please consider raising the lake full pool level to 1073. Also, I feel we need to prepare to
avoid another crisis such as happened in 2007 by changing drought prediction and managing the water reservoirs to
maximum levels.
Sincerely,

Tim Aderholt

_____________________________________________________
This message contains information which is privileged and confidential and is solely for the use of the
intended recipient. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any review, disclosure,
copying, distribution, or use of the contents of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have
received this in error, please destroy it immediately and notify us at PrivacyAct@torchmarkcorp.com.
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From: James Whitehouse

Sent: Friday, January 29, 2016 9:53 AM

To: ACF-WCM

Cc:

Subject: [EXTERNAL] WCM Proposal

I have been a Lake Lanier resident for the past six years as well as a frequent visitor since the early 1980's. I firmly
believe that your proposed navigation plan will have a severe impact on Lake Lanier's water levels. Before implementing
this plan, I suggest that other measures be utilized to achieve your goal. First of all, I suggest raising Lake Lanier's
current full pool level from 1,071 to 1,073. The cost of revamping some public boat ramps etc. would be far less than
the damage caused by the devastating affects of drought experienced during 07'. Secondly, I believe that implementing
strong drought prediction measures that affect changes in reservoir operations to maintain lake levels during a drought
would be very beneficial. Thirdly, I believe that all reservoirs should be managed to retain maximum storage levels in
order to compensate for future drought situations. Lastly, the proposed plan could have significant negative affects on
the fish and wild life that thrive both in and around the lake.
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From: Sonny Davis

Sent: Friday, January 29, 2016 9:49 AM

To: ACF-WCM

Subject: [EXTERNAL] The Corps' Water Control Manual(WCM)

I ask that you give consideration to the following as you deal with the new WCM re: Lake Lanier. As a home owner on
Lake Lanier for the past thirty years we have experienced a considerable variance in water level on the lake, some of
which are Acts of God and others just management. As you consider the new WCM please take in consideration that the
water level of Lanier can be raised from 1071 to 1073 adding millions of gallons to the lake. While I’m aware that it will
require some additional investment in the lake, I believe it will not endanger any existing property and give you
considerably more control of the lake levels. Other areas to consideration are Navigation and Drought Prediction. As a
resident I have seen considerable improvement in the lake levels as well as how the lake is being managed. The meeting
at Riverside Academy a number of years back has garnered many positive changes. Hopefully we can continue to see
improvements that will balance the use of demands on Lake Lanier well into the future.

Thank You,

H.L. “Sonny” Davis
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From: RICHARD I YORK

Sent: Friday, January 29, 2016 9:43 AM

To: ACF-WCM

Subject: [EXTERNAL] ACF Water Control Manual Comments

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your proposed changes to the ACF Water Control
Manual Update. My wife and I have been full time residents on Lake Lanier (Hall County) since
2003. We are regular recreational users of the lake.

First, I would say that I fully support the comments already submitted to you by the Lake Lanier
Association in a letter dated January 28, 2016.

Navigation I feel too much priority is given in your proposed WCM to the needs of navigation
compared to the needs of drinking water supply and recreation. While down stream river navigation
was originally envisioned as an important activity, reality has proven there are others means available
to serve these intended purposes. Drinking water supply and recreation have far more economic
impact on the region and should be given a greater priority.

Recreation Season It is inconceivable to me that you could seriously think that the recreation
season on Lake Lanier lasts only from May to July. There are as many recreational users and
fisherman on the lake after July as before. The recreation period for Lanier should be no different
than for West Point Lake.

Protection of Mussels The priority given to maintain river flow for mussels in the Apalachicola River
is wrong. These mussels have survived variation in river levels for centuries prior to building the
ACF facilities and will continue to survive without being given preference for water flow compared to
the needs of drinking water supply and recreation.

Full Pool I strongly support the recommendation to raise the full pool level of Lake Lanier to
1073. This is the most economical means of increasing the water storage capacity of the ACF
system.

Reservoir Operations It is extremely disappointing to me that the proposed WCM does not take into
account the recommendations of the ACF Stakeholders. The Stakeholders Proposal represents a
very through and fact based evaluation of options and recommendations. It has the support of
representative from Florida, Alabama and Georgia.

Thank you for considering my input.

Richard York
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From: Diane Rooks

Sent: Friday, January 29, 2016 9:38 AM

To: ACF-WCM

Cc:

Subject: [EXTERNAL] comments

Corps of Engineers,

Thank you for the opportunity to submit comments about our wonderful lake. As a native of Atlanta, I have enjoyed
spending time on Lake Lanier since it was created in the late 1950’s. I have always loved the beautiful, natural setting
for relaxing and having fun. I even remember when the water was considered “drinking quality” and we drank it right
out of the lake while camping on the islands in the 60’s and 70’s.

So much has changed with increased development and usage. I still love to explore the islands with my grandchildren
and certainly want to preserve them, but do not like the bright white riprap that is being put around them to control
erosion. Isn’t there something else that could be used that wouldn’t stand out and look so unnatural—perhaps ground
colored stone or mesh?

Another concern I have is the level of the lake during times of drought. Raising the level seems the best way to help
with that problem, but why not do it gradually? I suggest raising it to 1072 for several years so homeowners can adjust
before raising it to 1073. Nobody wants to see the beaches disappear and this would allow them to expand more
naturally.

As a lake homeowner, I’d like to see some limitation on wakeboards being used near docks. We cannot enjoy using our
dock on weekends in the summer because the wakes of boats with wakeboarders are huge and they get so close to our
dock. They certainly do not pay attention to the 100’ rule and it’s actually dangerous to even be on the dock at
times. We live on Four Mile Creek and the water in front of our dock looks more like an ocean than a peaceful
lake. Perhaps some warning signs would help or markers indicating the water is not suitable for wake boards. How
about warning signs posted at marinas and launching ramps and then enforcing the 100’ limitation?

As an LLA member, I want to do everything possible to assure that our lake stays beautiful and natural and safe in the
years to come and am willing to participate in projects to make that happen.

Thanks for all you do,

Diane Rooks
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From:

Sent: Friday, January 29, 2016 9:32 AM

To: ACF-WCM

Cc: lakeinfo@lakelanier.org; David Lebel

Subject: [EXTERNAL] Plead: Lake Lanier Corp Changes

Importance: High

Dear Commander, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

I would like to ask for the Corps to seriously consider the follow:

*Please rethink the navigation plan to help avoid severe impact on the Lake Lanier levels.

*Create drought predictions with rigorous triggers to change the reservoir operations to preserve lake levels
during drought.

*Manage reservoirs to help maximize storage levels in reservoirs so drought conditions will not have serious
impact as it did in December 2007.

*Please model & plan to raise Lake Lanier full pool to 1073.

Thank you for your consideration!

Lake Lanier Residents, Ali & Dave
Young Deer Cove
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From:

Sent: Friday, January 29, 2016 9:21 AM

To: ACF-WCM

Cc: Joanna Cloud; Cherry, Kim

Subject: [EXTERNAL] Corps' Water Control Manual ("WCM") Comments

To: Commander, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Mobile District
Attn: PD-EI (ACF-DEIS)

Thanks for the open comment period. We have been home owners on Lake Sidney Lanier since 2003. We love
everything about the "Lake Life" except for the uncertainty of the lake management by the Corps of Engineers. The
manual that we are commenting on below should have been current throughout the decades to ensure relativity. The
metro Atlanta and Lake Lanier communities have changed drastically since the last revision was updated and published.

Here are the points that I hope are addressed in accordance with and parallel to the Lake Lanier Association's comments:

1. The navigation plan is irrelevant and unneeded in comparison to the recreational opportunities. Please focus of
the recreational needs and delete the navigational plan.

2. Drought prediction needs to be incorporated to better help preserve the lake levels during a drought. Lake Lanier
should never be let down as far as it was in 2007-2009. That was disastrous for the enormous economy now
dependent on the lake level.

3. The downstream reservoirs need to be better managed in anticipation of upcoming dry and drought times.
4. In our opinion, the is no good reason for not raising the year-round full pool level to 1073. Doing this simple fix

would eliminate most of the drought levels scenarios seen in the past, causing little hardship to any lake residents
and allowing the governor of Georgia to forgo plans to build a new reservoir north of Lake Lanier.

5. In our opinion, the downstream mollusks and sturgeon are not impacted as severely as the state of Florida
claims. They and/or the EPS have not been able to prove beyond a drought that lower flows (above the minimum
required) adversely affect these species.

Thanks for your serious consideration of the LLA's comments and ours.

With sincerity,

Jim & Kim Cherry
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Response to ACF201 – Jim and Kim Cherry

A. As shown in Figure 6.1-6 of the EIS, the PAA would likely result in lake levels at Lake Lanier ranging from about 2

to 4 ft lower than those for the NAA. That condition would be expected to occur less than 2 percent of the days

over the entire modeled period of record (73 years) during the worst drought conditions for that period. The

differences would be attributable largely to increased water supply withdrawals from the lake as well as

increased releases from Buford Dam to meet future water supply demands for Metro Atlanta users (i.e., Cobb,

Fulton, and DeKalb counties and the City of Atlanta). It should be noted that navigation is not supported when

drought operations are in effect.

B. USACE regulations do not allow use of forecasts in real-time project operations. Forecasted conditions may be

used for planning future operations, but releases will follow the water control operations plan based on

observed conditions within the watershed to the extent practicable. The Drought Contingency Plan (DCP)

sections 3-02 and 3-03 contained as an exhibit in the WCMs in appendix A of the EIS includes discussion of

drought identification and National Integrated Drought Information System (NIDIS). An NIDIS pilot program has

been established for the ACF River Basin with the goal of developing a regional Drought Early Warning

Information System. The system will use key indicators of drought to make timely drought forecast. USACE is a

contributor and user of the NIDIS pilot project tools.

C. Under the drought operations provisions in the PAA, USACE would more proactively manage water resources in

the reservoirs as drier conditions emerge in the basin. In the early stages of drought operations, the water

management constraints on the projects would be subtle and the effects in the system barely noticeable.

Operations would become progressively more constrained as drought conditions become more severe.

Conserving storage in that way would enable the projects to continue meeting all authorized project purposes

and needs in the basin until drought conditions improve and would promote faster recovery of the reservoirs.

Compared to the drought operations provisions in the NAA, the provisions in the PAA would result in improved

conditions in Lake Lanier under extreme drought conditions such as occurred in 2007–2008.

D. As stated in section 4.1.1, the Master WCM update has been conducted to determine how the federal projects

in the ACF Basin should be operated for their authorized purposes, in light of current conditions and applicable

laws. Raising the top of the conservation pool at Lake Lanier would require reallocating storage from the flood

control pool and would adversely affect the level of flood risk management provided by the project. One of the

screening criteria described in EIS section 1.4.4 was to maintain at least the current level of flood risk

management. Accordingly, raising the conservation pool at Lake Lanier by 2 ft would not meet this criterion and

was not carried forward.

E. Additional analyses are provided in sections 6.4.3.1.4 and 6.4.3.3 of the final EIS to address comments received

during the draft EIS comment period regarding effects on fish and wildlife resources in the Apalachicola River

and Bay.
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From: Judy Holt

Sent: Friday, January 29, 2016 9:18 AM

To: ACF-WCM

Subject: [EXTERNAL] ACF Water Control Manual

Attachments: Judy L Holt.vcf

Dear Colonel Chytka:

Thank you for the opportunity to submit comments regarding the Corps of Engineers’ (“Corps”) revision of the
Water Control Manual (“WCM”) for the Apalachicola-Chattahoochee-Flint River (“ACF”) system.

I live on Lake Lanier and work in the Lake Lanier area. I am particularly concerned with preserving the water level
and quality of Lake Lanier through the Corps’ management. It is obvious that considerable time and effort was
invested in the DEIS, and that effort is sincerely appreciated. It is also apparent that much consideration has been
given to maintaining Lake Lanier in a healthy and sustainable condition as an integral part of the ACF, which is not
only appreciated but crucial to the successful operation of the entire system.

However, I have one area of critical concern and several constructive criticisms of the DEIS that I wish to address.
These are Navigation, Projections of Reservoir Levels During Recreation Season, Fall Rates, Unplanned Deviations,
Full Pool Level of 1073, Drought Operations, and Reservoir Operations.

I would like to see the Corps:

1. Revise the navigation plan to avoid the severe impact the proposed plan will have on Lanier's water
levels.

2. Incorporate rigorous drought prediction that will trigger changes in reservoir operations to preserve
lake levels during drought.

3. Manage the reservoirs to retain maximum storage levels in the reservoirs so that drought
conditions will not have the devastating impact that was experienced in December 2007.

4. Model and plan for raising Lake Lanier's full pool level to 1073.

Sincerely,

Judy L. Holt

A
B
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From: Burrell, Steve

Sent: Friday, January 29, 2016 9:09 AM

To: ACF-WCM

Cc: lakeinfo@lakelanier.org

Subject: [EXTERNAL] Water Control Manual Concern

Attachments: Letter to Corps.doc

Good Morning!

Attached is a letter to the Commander of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Mobile District, voicing our
concerns about the proposed changes to the Water Control Manual.

Steve & Carol Burrell

Viwtsrwi#xs#EGJ536#6#Wxizi#erh#Gevsp#Fyvvipp#
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Steven L. & Carol H. Burrell

January 29, 2016

Colonel Jon J. Chytka
Commander USACE
Mobile District
Attn: PD-EI (ACF-DEIS)
P.O. Box 2288
Mobile, AL 36628

RE: Comments regarding update of ACF Water Control Manual

Dear Colonel Chytka:

Carol and I are very LWVLNYVNM JKW\[ [QN 7WYXZ WO 9VPRVNNYZc XTJVZ [W YN]RZN [QN IJ[NY
Control Manual for the Apalachicola-Chattahoochee-;TRV[ ER]NY %a57;b& Z`Z[NU) We
believe that the impact on the water levels of Lake Lanier, both now and in the future,
will be very negative.

It is our hope that the Corps will:

1. Revise the navigation plan to avoid the severe impact the proposed plan will
have on Lake Lanier's water levels.

2. Incorporate rigorous drought prediction that will trigger changes in reservoir
operations to preserve lake levels during a drought.

3. Manage the reservoirs to retain maximum storage levels in the reservoirs so that
drought conditions will not have the devastating impact that was experienced in
December 2007.

4. Take action to reduce and repair areas where silt has clogged creeks and coves.

5. Model and plan for raising Lake Lanier's full pool level to 1073.

We appreciate the opportunity to have our opinions read and considered!

Sincerely,

Steven L. Burrell Carol H. Burrell
Territory Manager CEO
Johns Manville NE Georgia Health Systems
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From: Marilyn Hogan

Sent: Friday, January 29, 2016 8:58 AM

To: ACF-WCM

Subject: [EXTERNAL] Vital Water Flow for Apalachicola River

RNGCUG EQPUKFGT QWT RNGC . cp gpvktg kpfwuvt{ cpf yc{ qh nkhg ku cv uvcmg/

The health, productivity and sustainability of the Apalachicola River and Bay are critical to the economy and
cultural heritage of Florida and the entire Gulf Coast. The Corps of Engineers must give the same fair and equal
consideration to fish and wildlife conservation in the Apalachicola River ecosystem as they do the other
authorized purposes of the ACF river system.

" It is imperative that the Corps' rewrite of its manual revises the way it manages the flow of freshwater
needed to maintain the extraordinary richness and productivity of the Apalachicola River, Floodplain
and Bay ecosystem.

Sincerely,
Guy P. Hogan
Marilyn J. Hogan

C

D

Response to ACF204 – Guy Hogan

A. The PAA includes fish and wildlife conservation operations throughout the basin (e.g., the reservoir fish spawn

operations, minimum flow provisions in the Apalachicola River, and fish passage at Jim Woodruff Lock and Dam).

Section 5 of the EIS provides additional information on the PAA. The EIS considered and disclosed the expected

impacts that the PAA could have on fish and wildlife resources in the Apalachicola River and Bay (or elsewhere in

the system). If expected impacts to significant resources would be adverse as a result of revised operations,

USACE must consider potential measures to mitigate those effects. The analysis presented in section 6 of the EIS

indicates that the PAA would have a minimal effect on flow conditions in the Apalachicola River and into the

Bay, compared to current reservoir operations under the NAA. Because flow and water quality changes in the

Apalachicola River and Bay are not expected under the PAA, no anticipated incremental effect would be

expected on fish and wildlife resources in the bay.

B. The authorized purposes of the federal ACF system do not include a specific directive to provide freshwater

inflows to Apalachicola Bay to sustain the resources of the bay. USACE does make releases to limit adverse

effects to threatened and endangered species downstream of Jim Woodruff Lock and Dam, including

Apalachicola Bay. USACE consulted on the PAA and the results are presented in appendix J of the final EIS. In the

biological opinion the USFWS concluded that effects to estuarine invertebrate production are insignificant

because the PAA provides slightly beneficial effects from increasing the number of freshwater pulses and

increasing the number of days greater than or equal to 16,200 cfs in the winter. USFWS also anticipate only

minor changes in salinity regimes and estuarine habitat due to the WCM.
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From: Angie Jerry Stober

Sent: Friday, January 29, 2016 2:14 PM

To: ACF-WCM

Subject: [EXTERNAL] FOMR comments on DEIS ACF WCM update

Attachments: FOMR comments to COE DEIS WCM.doc

Please see attached letter from Friends of McIntosh Reserve, Inc. with comments on Draft Environmental Impact
Statement for the proposed Apalachicola-Chattahoochee-Flint Water Control Manual update.

Viwtsrwi#xs#EGJ538#;#Jvmirhw#sj#QgMrxswl#Viwivzi#;#Nivv}#Wxsfiv#
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VIA EMAIL

Colonel John J. Chytka
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Mobile District
Attn: PD-EI (ACF-DEIS)
P. O. Box 2288
Mobile, AL 36628
Email: ACF-WCM@usace.army.mil

RE: Draft Environmental Impact Statement: Update of the Water Control
Manual for the Apalachicola-Chattahoochee- Flint River Basin in Alabama,
Florida, and Georgia and a Water Supply Storage Assessment (Oct. 2015)

Dear Colonel Chytka:

The Friends of McIntosh Reserve (FOMR) offer the following comments on the Draft
Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for the proposed Apalachicola-Chattahoochee-Flint
(ACF) Water Control Manual (WCM or Manual) update.

The FOMR comments will be focused on the 70 miles of river below Peachtree Creek which for
OPNLOP^ bL^ fZQQ WTXT_^g QZ] ]PN]PL_TZYLW `^P LYO PYUZdXPY_ Md _SP RPYP]LW [`MWTN OZbY^_]PLX
from Atlanta. It was only after the Chattahoochee Riverkeeper sued the City of Atlanta that
municipal sewage and CSOs were cleaned up over the last 20 years. This water quality
improvement has encouraged recreational activities in an area that had been denied for decades.
The DEIS does not recognize the assets along this reach of the Chattahoochee River, it is more
than a mixing zone for Atlan_Lh^ X`YTNT[LW LYO TYO`^_]TLW OT^NSL]RP^)

The FOMR advocates for the Carroll County Parks System with particular emphasis on historic
BN?Y_Z^S GP^P]aP LYO BZZ]Ph^ 7]TORP EL]V^' MZ_S /** LN]P^ TY ^TeP' WZNL_PO ZY _SP
Chattahoochee River in Carroll County near Whitesburg, Ga. Carroll County estimates that it has
TYaP^_PO ZaP] $0'***'*** ZY _SP^P [L]V^ LYO BZZ]Ph^ 7]TORP EL]V ]PXLTY^ `YOP] OPaPWZ[XPY_)
6 MZL_ ]LX[ PcT^_^ L_ BN?Y_Z^S GP^P]aP LYO [P]XT_^ QZ] L ^PNZYO L_ BZZ]Ph^ 7]TORP SLaP MPPY
secured with construction imminent which will complete a water trail between these parks. The
DEIS does not recognize Chattahoochee Bend State Park in Coweta County across the river from
McIntosh which has an additional boat ramp. The State of Georgia developed this park with all
the amenities at great cost. The existence of these parks in close proximity along the river has
shown steady growth in recreational use over the last 10 years as the river water quality has
improved.

Carroll County Parks is also working with other counties and the National Park Service to
develop a Blueway Trail down the river. During the last 20 years following improved treatment
of the municipal waste and industrial point sources upstream, the recreational use of the river by
kayakers, jet boats, anglers, and wildlife enthusiasts has dramatically increased in Carroll County.
With improvement in water quality, the river has become an extremely important recreational
resource below Atlanta and we now have two companies operating on the river (Georgia Trail
Outfitters supported by Historic Banning Mills and Whitewatergeorgia.com). Carroll County
parks are a focal point for much of this growing activity on the river. The DEIS is deficient of
recreational use data for this reach of the Chattahoochee.
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FOMR advocates the continuation of the 750 cfs minimum flow requirement which has been an
operating criterion for the river at Peachtree Creek for over 40 years to provide dilution of the
multiple industrial and municipal waste discharges in Atlanta. The Georgia DNR Board recently
directed the Georgia EPD to remove the minimum flow criterion. The DEIS preferred minimum
flow option (PAA) retains 750 cfs during the dry season from May-October reducing to 650 cfs
from November to April during the usual wet season. This might be a reasonable alternative, but
we have the following concerns: (1) The Metropolitan North Georgia Water Planning District in
2015 reduced the future water withdrawal requirements for the Metro counties which was not
used in the DEIS; (2) a population growth factor has not been considered in the minimum flow
requirement to maintain a reasonable minimum dilution of the combined effluents; (3) no
instream flow studies have been conducted to determine the adequacy of the proposed minimum
flow on water quality or fish and wildlife; (4) arbitrary selection of a minimum flow (650 cfs)
requires all point source discharges with NPDES permits to up grade treatment in a timely
fashion to maintain the same water quality and avoid backsliding under the Clean Water Act.
Many of these issues come under the jurisdiction of Georgia EPD and EPA Region 4, however,
they must be addressed to support the analysis required in the DEIS. Since the issues listed above
were not addressed in the DEIS the COE needs to balance the bias for water supply with water
quality mitigation downstream to achieve a sustainable dilution of the combined effluents and
present these results in a Supplemental DEIS.

The fish community appears to have responded below Atlanta by showing fewer health effects
and high diversity although fish advisories remain due to bioaccumulative contaminants,
however, quantitative data are very limited. The DEIS attempts to evaluate the adverse impact on
aquatic biota and fish due to degradation of water quality from high nitrogen and phosphorus
loading and low dissolved oxygen which may not support fish. The selected alternative (PAA) in
the DEIS shows that water quality will decline with increased nitrogen and phosphorus loading
and decreased instream flow. Shoal bass are an important unique species in this reach of the
Chattahoochee, however, it has been described as showing a slight increase in recruitment if it
^`]aTaP^ _Z LRP -) KP OZYh_ _STYV _ST^ T^ L ]PWTLMWP TYOTNL_Z] without increased vetting because the
indicator is counter intuitive with the negative impacts from reduced water quality and discharge.
The DEIS does not attempt to mitigate these impacts on downstream fisheries and water quality
which is unacceptable.

An option which was disallowed for consideration in the DEIS was the evaluation of the
feasibility of increasing the storage capacity of Lake Lanier by two feet to balance water supply
and downstream needs. This evaluation needs to be conducted which might carry lower
environmental costs and allow long term sustainability on a larger scale than the proposed Glades
GP^P]aZT] []ZUPN_ bSTNS bL^ TYNW`OPO TY _SP 9;?H) KP OZYh_ _STYV _SP =WLOP^ GP^P]aZT] []ZUPN_
is cost effective in the long term or could be a significant asset in maintenance of a healthy river
below Atlanta.

Thank you for consideration of these comments and recommendations.

Sincerely,

Q. Jerry Stober, PhD
Fisheries Scientist, Ret.
Board Member, FOMR, Inc.
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From: JIM CHILDRESS

Sent: Friday, January 29, 2016 10:46 AM

To: jcloud@lakelanier.org; ACF-WCM

Subject: [EXTERNAL] please address these issues of concerns for Lake lanier

Please address these issues of concerns for Lake Lanier. We love Lake Lanier and would like to see
these items addressed

1. Revise the navigation plan to avoid the severe impact the proposed plan will have
on Lanier's water levels.

2. Incorporate rigorous drought prediction that will trigger changes in reservoir
operations to preserve lake levels during drought.

3. Manage the reservoirs to retain maximum storage levels in the reservoirs so that
drought conditions will not have the devastating impact that was experienced in
December 2007.

4. Model and plan for raising Lake Lanier's full pool level to 1073.
Thanks JIM CHILDRESS
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From: David Whitley

Sent: Friday, January 29, 2016 11:16 AM

To: ACF-WCM

Subject: [EXTERNAL] Water Control Manual comments

I wanted to comment on the proposed Water Control Manual changes. The first item that should be considered
strongly is raising the full pool level to 1073 or above. In the recent rain events when the level raised to 1075
we saw little to no impact that would make it unreasonable to raise the full pool level to 1073 ongoing. The
benefits of raising the level for everyone it easy to see and should virtually cost nothing to implement.

I believe that better management of water levels throughout the recreational season (as a minimum) has to be a
strong consideration on the part of the Corp. I have noticed that the recreational use of the lake is getting longer
and longer especially amongst fishermen. I believe that using environmental predictors of drought should be
easy to do and help you better address everyone needs. Taking steps early to minimize the effect on lake levels
is in everyone best interests. I also think that if you are making changes to the water level of the lake you
should make a public notice to that effect that states why and for how long. We need accountability throughout
this process.

I know there is much contention between the various parties that feel they are entitled to the water, but we
cannot have a repeat of the 2007 fiasco that the Corp managed. I feel it could have been managed better and I
hope a drought of that magnitude would be better managed in the future. However, I don't see how the lake
system can survive properly when over extended periods of time you are releasing many times more water than
what the system is bringing in. I know there are considerations down stream from Lake Lanier, but can we say
that the mussels in Florida never survived a drought prior to the system went in? I think not and I'm not sure
that we don't do harm to the species by not allowing nature to takes its course.

I hope that the changes in the end are done to protect the system for tomorrow and well into the future.

David Whitley
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From: Bardara Smart

Sent: Friday, January 29, 2016 11:18 AM

To: ACF-WCM

Cc: lakeinfo@lakelanier.org; Dale Smart

Subject: [EXTERNAL] Lake level management

Dear Corp,
We are full time residents on Lanier. We understand there is a proposed
navigation plan that would lower the lake level during times of drought. We
strongly oppose this plan.

The 2007 drought severely impacted our Dawsonville area. Lake use and
tourism were non-existant. Management of reservoirs and raising the pool to
1073 should be your top priorities in order to help alleviate drought conditions.

We appreciate your work and your consideration of our concerns.

Thank you,
Dale and Barbara Smart
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From: marylmcginnis

Sent: Friday, January 29, 2016 11:24 AM

To: ACF-WCM

Cc: lakeinfo@lakelanier.org

Subject: [EXTERNAL] WCM Lanier

In review table 4.2 2.2 recreation Dates

I have lived on Lake Lanier for 21 years and I am very concerned about Lake Lanier water levels in the future.

Recreation dates MAY thru JULY are incorrect.

Boat recreation use is actually from MAY thru SEPTEMBER and fishing thru NOVEMBER.

I am sure if you contacted the DNR, Forsyth County, and Hall County that their patrols would verify that the Lake traffic
is busy into SEPTEMBER.

In addition the larger marinas ( Port Royal, Aqualand, Holiday, Gainesville) could verify that recreation date are MAY thru
SEPTEMBR.

Thank you for your consideration

Norman G. McGinnis
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From: John turner

Sent: Friday, January 29, 2016 11:39 AM

To: ACF-WCM

Cc: lakeinfo@lakelanier.org

Subject: [EXTERNAL] "WCM" Open Openion

Thank you for my privilege to convey my priority opinion.

Manage your resources to:
1. Maintain highest reservoir water level to meet unpredictable causes in meeting the people's safe drinking water ,
foremost over lessor forms of nature.
2. Maintain highest reservoir water level for recreation.
3. Navigation should have a low priority, since it is flexible, adjustable, and may me substituted.

Sincerely,
John F. Turner.
Sent from my iPad
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